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I. POTENTIALS OF ZERO CHARGE
i. Introduction
In the reported period a review of the theory and methods of
determination of points of zero charge was prepared (see Appendix I).
On the experimental side, the differential capacitance method
for the determination of potential of zero charge was used. The
1
principle of the method has been described in a previous report.
2. Experiment al
The existing apparatus was modified so that a better accuracy
of measurement was possible. The separate oscillator and wave analyzer
arrangement was replaced by a Hewlett-Packard 302--Awave analyzer which
has a better resolution (frequency wise) and accuracy. The oscillo-
scope presently being used (Tektronix type 564 storage oscilloscope)
is also capable of detecting smaller signals. Preliminary measure-
ments were made on a dropping mercury electrode to test the accuracy
as well as to get familiar with the technique. The data obtained were
in good agreement with previous results and the accuracy of measurement
was better than 0.5% in the potential range of minimum capacitance
plateau. The program was then continued to measure the capacitance-
potential behavior of solid electrodes. The first metal studied was
pl tlnum.
P__ree_arationand Purification of Platinum Electrode:
To have least possible frequency dispersion a spherical geometry
2is preferred, i.e. a spherical platinum bead surrounded by a spherical
platinized platinum gauze basket. Platinum bead was formed as follows.
Platinum wire 0.2 mm diameter, cleaned in hot conc. HNO3, was sealed
by a Housekeeper seal at the end of a long 'true-bore' tubing so that
a thin glass capillary was surrounding at least 3/4" of platinum wire.
The wire was melted down to a spherical ball touching the tip of the
glass capillary by a hydrogen-oxygen flame. Thus no part of the wire
was exposed to the solution. The bead was again cleaned in HNO 3 along
with the glass, washed with distilled water and double distilled water.
Then it was introduced in a 'Vycor' furnace made to fit on top of the
cell. The bead was heated to 350°C in an argon atmosphere (99.9975 _ A
purified further by passing over Cu filing heated to _OO°C and subse-
quently over molecular sieves cooled down to - 78°C) for about 1/2 hr.
Then hydrogen (purified by passing through heated Ag-Pd alloy tube)
was introduced for a few minutes to remove any surface oxides. As
hydrogen diffuses into platinum (changing the surface and also bulk
properties of platinum) it seemed necessary to remove any hydrogen gone
into the bulk. So the platinum was heated at a higher temperature
N _50Oc in argon atmosphere up to 3 hours.
.Prep_arat i on_gf the Solution:
It is necessary to have highly purified solutions, in order to
reduce the drift of capacitauce and potential with time and obtain
meaningful results. The perchloric acid used was 'Baker Analyzed
reagent'. The double distilled water was distilled into a pre-electrolysis
cell under a nitrogen (N2 purified by passing over hot Cu filings and
3activated charcoal cooled to .-78°C) atmosphere. The requisite amount
of perchloric acid was added and the solution was pre-electrolyzed for
72 hours with the help of very large platinized platinum electrodes at
a current density of l_A/cm 2. The area of the electrode was more
2
than 1200 cm . The volume of solution pre_electrolyzed was _ 500 ml.
Cleaning of glass cells was done as follows: The cells were
steeped overnight with 1:3 nitric acid; sulfuric acid, subsequently
washed with distilled and double distilled water. The glass ware was
steamed and finally with distilled double-distilled-water under purified
N2 atmosphere.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure i shows the capacitance vs. potential plot. The capa-
citance minimum is seen to be at +620 mv (r.h.e.) which is 460 my (N.H.E.)
(pH _ 2.7) in very good agreement with the result obtained by the
first method. Another quite interesting feature of this figure is
that with small amount of hydrogen on the surface the p.z.c, shifts in
the negative direction if the surface is covered with hydrogen, as was
the case in the work of Krasikov and Kheifets. The results obtained
on electrodes which contained hydrogen are in fair agreement with the
results of Krasikov and Kheifets. Thus the data obtained on metals
like platinum with hydrogen on the surface is bound to be different
from that measured on the same metal, from which hydrogen has been
carefully eliminated. In almost all of the cases, the data seen in the
literature is for platinum with hydrogen on it.
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4. Future Work
The program will be continued to obtain the values of the
potential of zero charge on several other solid metals, specifically,
gold, silver and nickel. Further experiments will be done with platinum
to determine the pH dependence of the potential of zero charge of this
metal and its relation to the hydrogen content of the metal.
Preparations for setting up a third method for the determination
on the p.z.c, on metals will be made.
The role of the surface potential _ and the electronic work
m
function in determining the value of the potential of zero charge will
be looked into in more detail.
II. THEORETICAL STUDIES
The numerical calculations in the "theoretical analysis of the
potential sweep method" have been finished and are reported in Appendix II.
The present report contains also the paper "Proton Transfer across
double layers: mechanism evaluation from isotopic effects," Appendix III,
which was presented at the Faraday Society Meeting in April, 1965. This
paper demonstrates the usefulness of an isotope effect study in
elucidating the mechanism of electrolytic hydrogen evolution on a number
of metals and also ascertain the degree of proton huan_li_ in the case
of the hydrogen evolution reaction on mercury.
III. ELECTROCATALYSIS
A brief outline of electrocatalysis, presented at the Fuel
Cells Meeting of S.E.R.A.I. in Brussels, on June 22, 1965, is enclosed
(Appendix IV).
An attempt is reported to correlate the catalytic activities
and physical properties of noble metal electrocatalysts, using ethylene
oxidation at 80°C, in i N sulfuric acid as a test reaction. Relative
catalytic activities are measured by a comparison of current values at
an arbitrarily chosen potential.
A correlation was found between catalytic activity and both
Latent Heat of Sublimation of the metal (Ls), which according to
Pauling's formula reflects the adsorbate--adsorbent bond strength, and
also the number of unpaired "d" electrons in the metal. Both of these
parameters gave a "volcano" type relationship, when plotted against
@
reaction rate. (Figs. i and 2).
Oxygen coverage on the noble metals has been shown 2 to be
proportional to the number of unpaired "d" electrons, and similar
behavior might be expected for ethylene. Thus on gold, ethylene is
known to be very slightly adsorbed, 1 .while on platinum, the saturation
coverage is that amount that might be predicted on the basis of 0.55
"d" electrons per Pt atom. 3 The apparent weak adsorption of ehtylene
on rhodium, appears to result from competitive adsorption with oxygen,
*The almost identical behavior of Au and Pd (see Table I A) suggests
that under the conditions of the experiment, hydrogen or hydrogen containing
species are absorbed in the Pd, thus filling the "d" band vacancies.
6TABLE I A
Metal
I
Platinum
Palladium
Rhodium
Iridium
Gold
Osmium
Ruthenium
Silver
Mercury
Tafel Slope
(my) 16oo
dPeth
14o 5 x lO.6 -o.2
190 2 x !0"7 +0.5
180 1 x 10-7 +0.5
160 3 x i0"7 +0.5
200 2 x 10-7 +0.5
--- < i x io"8 + ?
165 1 x 10-7 + ?
--- 5 x i0"8 + ?
-8
--- <IxlO + ?
dpH_
Reaction
Products
0
o*
0
0
o*
CO2
5_ co_
balanc_
aldehydic
C02
C02
As Pd
i6oo
o*
+?
denotes current at 0.6 volts vs R.H.E.
denotes that pH effect was zero in the range pH = 0 to 4.0. The
reaction did not appear to proceed in alkaline solutions
denotes parameter not measured due to experimental difficulties
denotes positive pressure effect of unkno_a magnitude
7TABLE IB
Alloy
Pd-Au
20-80 At%
46_54 At%
78-2_ At%
,, ,
Tafel Slope
J, J
16oo
6 x IO "7
3 x IO'_7
4 x 10-7
L
d.i/d.Pet h
Rh-Pd
25-75 At%
50-_0 At_
7_-25 At%
7.0 x 10-7
1.5 x lo'_
3.0 x 10-6
+re
4.0 x I0"6 +ve
1 x 10-7
Pt-Ru
80-20 At%
9o-9o A_
8 x i0"7_
5 x I0-'( +re
4.0 x 10-7
8which is kno_m to adsorb more strongly on this metal than on Pt 4. The
presence of less than 10_0 oxygen coverage is known to inhibit adsorption
of organic species. 5
In the case of P_atinum, previously described by 7 the
follo_ing mechanism was suggested,
c2H4 c2H_a_s (1)
+
_o oH"+ H + e (2)
÷
c2H_a_s÷ oH" c2H4o+ H ÷ e. (S)
where step (2) was rate determining. This mechanism is obviously not
applicable to other metals, where a positive fractional order of reaction
with respect to ethylene indicates that an adsorbed organic species is
involved in the rate determining step. In order to interpret the observed
empirical rate equation:
N/RT pl/n
i=ke cH+
-0.3 (1)
two mechanisms are proposed.
I. Radical Attack
J ,
In this mechanism, the sequence suggested above still applies,
except that step (B) is now rate determining. Such a mechanism would
give rise to an equation such as the above if coverage with OH" or 0""
were to change linearly with potential, as is often the case. The
change of rate control from step (3) in the case of Au to step (2)
9for Pt and back to (3) for Rh, and the various factors coutrollim8 it,
are considered in Table II.
TABLE II
Parametric
Change
...... L......
Increase in @OH
Increase iu @eth
Metal-OH bond strength
[
Forward Rate of (2) Forward Rate of (3)
, m
decreases
decreases
increases
Metal-ethylene bond
strength
increases
increases
rises to maX, then
decreases
rises to max, then
decreases.
Thus an optimum value exists, lying between the extremes of weak adsorp-
tion (not true chemisorption) and strong adsorption (immobile species,
metal-adsorbate bond hard to break). The rate of step (3) will be highest
on catalysts _ith high coverages of both adsorbed species, and intermed-
iate values of bond strengths. It seems that Pt fulfills these con-
ditions, having however a relatively slow rate for step (2) owing to the
high coverage of ethylene.
This accounts for step (2) being rate determining. On gold,
very low co_erages and low bond strengths of adsorbed radicals result
in _ (3) proceeding slowly. The same is true on Rhodium, again
because of very low ethylene coverage but also because of the much
higjaerMetal-Oxygon b_s_. In both case_, step {3) becomes
I0
rate determining. The weaknessof the Metal-Organic chemi-bond in the
case of gold, is the probable reason for desorption of intermediates
such as aldeIAvdes, as opposed to the complete oxidation to CO2 observed
on other metals.
II Electron Transfer from Organic Species
In this second possible mechanism, which has already been
6
proposed for many oxygen containing organic species, the sequence is:
c2H4 C2 4ads (1)
C2H4 ÷ f ÷ e (2)
ads
C2_ + _0 C2H40 + H+ + e (3)
Such a mechanism is possible _herever zero or positive pressure effects
with respect to concentration of organic species are observed.
An attempt to distinguish between mechanisms I and II is
presently under way, involving H/D isotope effects.
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IV. CATALYTIC ACTIVITY FOR SIMPLE ELECTRODE REACTIONS
i. Introduction
In previous Reports, 1'2 data were given on the catalytic activity
for hydrogen evolution reaction on a number of noble metals and on their
alloys in acid solution. In this Report, work on the catalytic activity
in alkaline media on various noble and some non-noble metals and their
alloys is described and data presented.
2. Electrode Material
Catalytic activity for hydrogen electrode reaction of Pt, Rh, Ir,
Pd, Ni, Au, and Cu electrodes in alkaline solution have been examined.
Also, activities on alloys of Au-Pt, Au-Pd, Au-Cu in alkaline, and of
Pt-Pd in acid solution have been studied.
3. Experimental Procedure
The cell and the set up for the experiments were essentially the
same as described in previous Reports. 1'2 'Fisher' reagent grade 50_j_
Na0H solution was purified by recrystallizatiou in N2 atmosphere. The
solution in a crystallization vessel was cooled by an acetone-dry ice
mixture bath. At the appearance of the first crystals, cooling _s slowed
The residual liquid _las extracted by a suction pump. After crystals
remelted, process of recrystallizatlon was repeated twice more. The
crystals obtained after the third crystallization were allowed to melt
IS
and the liquid was transferred through ball and socket arrangement into
a closed graduated tube. The liquid was then standardized by titrating
a measured amount of Na0H against standard HCI acid solution. The amount
needed to make a 0.i N NaOH solution was transferred into the counter-
electrode compartment without exposing the solution to the atmosphere.
Required volume of the conductivity water _as redistilled into this
compartment. This solution was then introduced into the test and refer-
ence electrode compartments of the cell, after which it was further puri-
fied by pre-electrolysis on a large Pt electrode for about 19 - 18 hours.
Both cathodic and anodic Tafel lines were determined and thereby the
slope and the exchange current densities obtained.
4. Pretreatment of Electrodes
| i i i • i
To obtain reproducible and meaningful results, it was required
to standardize the pre-treatment of electrodes. With metals this is not
a difficult problem, and the final treatment might include short anodic
and then cathodic pulse. On a Pt electrode, for instance, this treat-
ment is supposed to remove organic impurities which might be adsorbed
on the electrode, and also to create, at least partially, a fresh surface
in the cycle of oxide formation-oxide reduction. _ith alloy, this
treatment might lead to a radical change on the surface. Thus, if a
Au-Cu electrode is anodized, some oxides might form which during the
cathodic pulse will reduce. During the reduction, gold may deposit on
the electrode preferentially and change the character of the latter.
At the potentials of 200 - 300 mV anodic with respect to the rest
14
potential, a Cu-Au electrode with only a few (<_) at. % of Au inn 2
saturated CuSO 4 solution soon becomes covered by "redeposited" gold. 3
In order to avoid anodic formation of oxides on the electrodes and poss-
ible change of the electrode during the electrochemical reduction of
these oxides, no anodic pulse above lo0_ V _las applied in the pre-
treatment of the electrodes. If an electrode is poteutiostated at 1 V
(N.H.E.) for a few milliseconds it is expected that no oxides form on
noble metals. On such electrodes subsequently reduced, reproducible
restults have been obtained. In figure l, line a, a Tafel line was shown
for an Au-Pt (20 at.%) alloy which has been treated as described.
Subsequently, the same electrode has been anodized at higher potential.
of 1.7 V for less than O.1 sec and then cathodically reduced. ;_ith this
treatment the electrode changed its active and slope of Tafel line.
These changes are indicative of the change in the mechanism of the
reaction.
The procedure which was used in previous experiments, and which
consisted of heating of the electrodes at 1/3 of their respective melting
points, first in H2 for about _ min., and then inn 2 for another lO -
15 min., was discontinued. The reason for it was that it was shown _
that in some alloys (Au-Pt, for instance) the change in the surface
concentration may occur if electrodes were heated for an extended period
C ) .^^o..........order oi_ at ovu u _n u_z to avoid s_-_"uncertainty in _^_aA_
results, thermal treatment was discontinued and electrochemical treatment
described above was used throughout except in case of non-noble metals
(e.g., Cu, Ni) and their alloys. In the latter cases, after chemical
treatment cathodic pulses were applied to the electrodes.
5. Description of the Results
In Table I, the values of the exchange current densities (io'S)
and of Tafel slopes (b's) for both cathodic and anodic reactions in
2
0.1 N Na0H solutions are given. As was observed before in acid solution,
a definite relationship between the alloy composition and the activity
of the electrode exists, both in Au-Pt and Au-Pd series of alloys
(Fig. 2).
Only one Cu-Au alloy was tested: no significant change either
in Tafel slope or in the activity was observed from that of pure Cu or
pure Au. Tafel slopes were _120 mv, and the io of 3 x 10-6 amp/cm 2.
In the Pt-Pd alloy system, Pt and Pd have approximately the same
activity (io'S) but different mechanisms of reaction as indicated by
different Tafel slopes in acid solution. The way in which the Tafel
slopes would change with alloy composition might throw light on the
factors affecting the mechanism and the catalytic activities for this
reaction. It was observed that the Tafel slopes, and thus possibly the
mechanism of the reaction on these alloys, are close to those of the
corresponding end members. More alloys are required to see if there
would be a sharp change in the mechanism in a narrow range of alloy
composition. Further accumulation of experimental facts are still needed
before final analysis and conclusion could be made regarding the factors
affecting the activity for hydrogen evolution reaction on these noble
metals and on their alloys.
16
EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITIES AND TAFEL SLOPES IN ALKALINE SOLUTION
Electrodes io (amp/cm 2) b (my)
Au Cathodic 4 x I0" 6 112
-6
Anodlc 2 x lO 130
Pt Cathodic 6 x l0 "4 122
-4
Anodlc 4 x l0 108
Pd Cathodic 3 x l0-4 ll5
Auodic 2.9 x lO "4 109
Cu Cathodic 9 x lO"6 119
-6
Au-Pd(29_at) Cathodic 3.9 x I0 129
Anodlc 3.9 x lO"6 128
Au-Pd(90_1_at) Cathodic l0-9 130
Anodic lO "9 128
Au-Pd(79_t) Cathodic 2 x lO"9 ll5
Anodic 2 x 10-9 125
Au-Pd(90d_at) Cathodic 4.9 x 10-9 140
Anodlc 4.9 x l0"9 130
Au-Pt(10_at) Cathodic 4 x 10-6 120
Auodic 7 x 10-6
Au-Pt(20%at) Cathodic 9 x l0-6 129
-6
Anodic 9 x i0 130
Au-Pt(99_t) Cathodic _ x l0"6 i12
Anodic _ x lO-6 I16
NI(1NH2S04) Cathodic 9 x l0-6 120
17
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Legend to Fi6ures
Fig. i - Effect of electrode treatment on the electrode behavior in
H2 reduction. Alloy Au - 20 at% Pt. a: electrode potentiostated
at 1.0_ V for about O.l sec and then cathodicallyreduced.
b: electrode potentiostated at 1.7 V for about O.l sec and
then chemically reduced.
Fig. 2 - Change of the activity for H2 reduction into alloy in
Au-Pt and Au-Pd alloys. Alkaline (0.1 N) solution.
Fig. 3 - Plot of Tafel slopes for H2 reduction on Pt, Pd and a Pt-Pd
alloys. Sharp change in expected at mid range of atomic
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V./ MODEL POROUS ELECTRODE _ i_
TRANSIENT M_'__S
I. Introduction
The transient (i vs t) measurements made thus far can be divided
into two categories. (I) The shorter time (.i msec to--_l - i0 sec)
with fast switching of potentials and the (2) longer time transients made
on the recorder with manual setting of the potentiometer, thus producing
a time uncertainty in t = 0 of I - 2 seconds, besides making the condi-
tions inside the pore completely undefined (see appendix for details of
analysis of transients on "slot" electrodes) since a complicated input
function is produced rather than a well defined step.
II. Descriptign of Technique
The empty cell is adjusted to desired width, and H2 gas flushed
through cell to remove last traces of air. H2 gas is also bubbled from
cell through electrolyte in external reservoir to purge majority (at
least) of dissolved air. The H2 is standard Airco H2 with no special
attempts at purification except for passing through distilled H20 to
saturate the H2 w/H20 vapor to eliminate evaporation of the electrolyte
and incidentally to scrub out a_ygrosg soluble contaminant. The elec-
trolyte was made from water from the conductivity still, and H2S04
(A.R. - from bottle) to make I N solution. The electrolyte is carefully
filled into the cell from the bottom to minimize trapped bubbles of H2
(which require several days to removeby reaction and diffusion, if
produced) and the final level adjusted _lith a piston microburette.
Dtu_inz the filling procedure, the reference electrode (a Pd bead) is
char_ed at a ow current till visible H2 evolution occurs.
III. Transient techni_u e (1)
The cell is then allowed to equilibrate ou open circuit, the
potential measured with an electrometer, and the poteutiostat adjusted
to the same potential and attached to the cell. Final adjustments of
the poteutiostat (_ 2 - S my) are then made so that the net current into
the cell is zero. The desired potential step is set on the :'adding'_
potential dlal, and the oscilloscope, channel 2, is connected to measure
current differentially to the appropriate scale (determined by prior
experiment), and the time scale set at O.1 msec/cm. The potential is
turned on, the transient recorded on the scope, and the potential switched
back to zero as soon as possible (i.e._O.1 - .2 sec). The current
(now lu a cathodic direction) is allowed to decay back to zero (or very
close to it, which takes several minutes), the time scale is increased
by a decade, and the current range is set so that the value at the lOth
cm (lmsec for first sweep) will Just be on scale after the first cm
at the ne_ time. The transient is repeated, and stored on the oscillo-
scope screen. This process is repeated until the scope sweep is lu
its slowest position of 1 sec/cm.
(Experimentally, it is found that if the transients are only
allowed to proceed for the time required to produce the transient, the
21
results are precise, well within I%, the limit of measurementaccuracy,
and reproducible within lOtto. If times much longer than lO sec are
allowed, the system becomesdisturbed and results can vary by several
hundred per cent. During the measurement, uo auxiliary measuring
equipment such as recorders can be connected to the system, because of
the "loading" effect on the measured system. This applies to steady
state measurements after the lO sec sweep also, because they affect
the next series of transients at the next potential.)
The p transients produced are thus stored on the scope and
photographed (if satisfactory) at the end, noting carefully which
transient is which. The adding potential is changed to the next value
and the process repeated.
IV. Slow Transients (2)
The slower transients run more recently and recorded only on a
recorder, were set up in the following fashion. The cell is adjusted
and filled according to the same procedure as in III above, and a
potential of _0 mv is set ou the adding potential, recorder at l"/minute
and sensitivity at _.0 ma full scale (i.e. pO my full scale across lO__-l_
measuring resistor) and the potential switched on. As the current drops
to lower values, the sensitivity is advanced to 1 ma or ._ ma full scale
as required. The chart is allowed to run for at least lO minutes or
until an apparent steady state is reached, and the potential advanced
manuall_ to the next potential. (With the apparatus in its present form,
sequential automatic switching is impossible, although a setup could be
22
produced relativel_ easily.) For this reason all i-t curves above 50 mv
are relatively meaningless (or at least very difficult to interpret)
and bear little or no relationship to the shorter time transients (1).
"Steady state" measurement, taken after ten minutes also depend dras-
tically on prior history, as described later.
V. Results
A. Fast transients (i)
Detailed sets of data were obtained for a 1.05 mm slit at top,
middle and bottom meniscus regions, and are plotted as follows:
Fig. I.
Fig. 2.
Fig. _.
Fig. 6.
1.05 mm width full slit, potential steps of I00, 200, 300, 400
and 600 mv with times from .I msec to l0 sec plotted as i vs log t.
Same electrode steps of lO0, 200, 300 mv, on expanded current
scale.
Same electrode spscings, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 my.
Repeat of Fig. 3, but after electrode is activated at 1.000
volt (for unknown pericd).
1.O_ mm wide middle height.
Solid lines - 100, 200, 300, 400, _00, 600, 800 and i000 mv steps
also for comparison P-14-2 and P-14-1 (400 and 600 mv respectively)
from Fig. 4 in dotted lines; and - in 200 and 400 mv steps at
bottom meniscus with dashed lines.
•15 mm slit-top meniscus only. 200-_00-600-800 my steps.
2B
Fig. 7. .i_ mm slit showing effects of pre-exhaustion 200 mv steps
starting at 100, 200, 300 and 900 mv with one (P-9-2) from OCV
for comparison.
Fig. 8. From Fig. 7, top and bottom curve plotted vs t"I/2.
Also measured but not shown in figures (data is available but not plotted
because of poor reliability of electrode) is data on wide slit, but
this data will be discussed in generalities under discussion.
Vl. Discussion - transients (I)
The transients in Fig. I show two definite segments linear in
log t, with slopes and maximum initial currents proportional to the
size of the input step. Both segments of the lowest four curves
extrapolate to a common point at _.15 sec and 1 - 2 sec. Fig. 2 is
an expansion of the lowest three curves. Fig. B (at higher steps) also
shows two segment behavior, but the curves extrapolate to different
points, the initial segment also to .15 sec, but the second point to
about .4 sec. (The 600 mv step does not fit well, and there may have
been an experimental problem, or there may Just be something peculiar
about 600 my, though I expect the former. Slight unobserved shifts in
instrumental zero could cause such deviations easily.)
However, Fig. _ is a set of runs taken after the electrode was
activated (unintentionally at the time, Just as a result of the earlier
runs.) Note only on___elinear segment extrapolating to about .1 seo,
but at a somewhat higher current than Figures l, 2, 3. (Compare this
result with triangular sweep data presented in appendix on mechanism
changes for H2 oxidation.)
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Fig. 5 shows a marked deviation from Figures i - 4. A linear
segment is observed, but terminates rather abruptly at 20 - 30 msec.
Apparently, a i mmslot in this setup is Just on the borderline between
wide and narrow slot behavior. The flooded slot then shows the "modi-
fied transmission line" behavior over all times, while the half-slot
starts out that way for short times, but is terminated by the meniscus
after 20 - 30 msec after which time it behaves like a macro-slot. Data
taken on 4 and 5 mm slots show similar, even more marked, inflections, but
no linear segments are observable. Note that the portions in Fig.
which are linear do tend to extrapolate to a common point at 5 - 6 sec.
Data taken on a .i_ mm sllt, flooded, shown in Fig. 6, show even
a more marked linearity with log t, and similar extrapolation to "common"
points, but, of course, slightly lower initial currents, although higher
than would be expected from the ratios of the slit thicknesses.
Figure 7 shows a very interesting result. Here, the 2OOmv
transient has been replotted together with 4 other 200 mv transients taken
at different starting potentials. The purpose of this set of runs was
to determine the effects of pre-reducing H and H2 couc. iu the sllt,
both ou (and in) the surface and in the solution. While the current is
decreased, the decrease is not as great as expected, although the linearity
vs log t is destroyed. After prepolarizatiou at _00 mv, the conc of
dissolved H2 in solution should drop to negligible amounts, and the Had s
should also be reduced to very small quantities. If only CDL is then
left, the area under Curve P-10-4 should be about 1% of that under P-9-2.
The reason for this discrepancy is not too clear, but may be in part due
to the non-equipotential distribution in the slot. If we assumea slot
resistance control (as comparedto a meniscus control in the wider slot)
we may expect an area under the curve P-10-4 as great as S0_0of P-9-2_
It has been shownelsewhere, that on the basis of pure linear
transmission line theory one expects a i-t "1/2 decay rather than i-log t.
I suspect that the finite "q" allowed on the C_ causes some of the
deviation from t'l/2 behavior in this slit. Pre-exhaustiou, if it
removed the hydrogen totally from the slit should tend to produce t"1/2
behavior. But as Fig. 8 shows (although P-10-4 tends slightly more to
tend to this behavior), no good straight lines can really be drawn to
these curves over any appreciable period, while the same curve shows
decades of linearity on log t.
VII. Results of Recorder Lon_term_ork
Little can be said about the results of the transients obtained
on the recorder, except that the primary transient was obtained at the
first step of 50 mv (Fig. 9) and at least lO minutes was required to
reach a quasi-steady state. Subsequent voltage changes (not steps)
were quicker to reach a more stable value (Fig. 10).
An example of the problems involved are shown in Fig. ll,a which
are pictorial examples of what sometimes occurred when approaching the
same potential from above and below. One would expect the curves to
look more like Fig. llb, but definite maxima were usually observed. The
"Quasl-steady state" (taken after 10 min) values are shown plotted in
several graphs. The results below are extremel_ dependent on activation
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(see Fig. 12 which shows the result of going up to i volt (I) and return-
ing from the "activated" state via (2), where the currents in the lower
voltage regions can be increased by an order of magnitude. If reasonable
care is exercised not to exceed .6 - .7 volts, the results are more
reproducible, but still vary by some lOtto(compare to about .1 - .12_o
with slow polarographic sweep methods or 1% with faster transients (1)).
Fig. 13 and l_ show some selected-runs which had about the best repro-
ducibility.
Three heights were run at 3 widths (top, middle, bottom at 4 mm,
lmm and .3 mm). The curves using increasing voltages are plotted at
constant width for the three heights in Fig. l_a, b, c in a relatively
unactivated condition (although there was usually some activation because
of the prior run) and Fig. l_d is a repeat of 15b, but after the elec-
trodes were partially "activated".
Fig. 16a, b, c show the same data replotted with constant po-
sition, and variable height. Fig. 17 is another graph showing the
effects of "partial activation" on the 1 mmmeniscus only.
VIII. Discussion
The data obtained is practically impossible to interpret quanti-
tatively, and only a few rough qualitative generalizations were made.
No comparison of any slow transient data can be made with the rapid
transient systems. In general, currents were highest at the bottom
position for all widths studied, and if the electrodes were "uuacti-
vated" linear behavior was usually observed.
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A. Behavior of _orous electrodes
In an attempt to solve the problems of a porous electrode,
the following points were assumed:
(1) that we knew something about the actual mlcrostructure
of a porous electrode,
(2) that we know something about the "shape" of the meniscus
interface in this porous structure.
(3) On this basis, we assume that we could set up some sort
of a model for the porous electrode structure. Though all of these
points rest on somewhat shaky ground (but see Supplement I), point
(3) may be the weakest.
B. Statement of problem
Let us divide the problem into two parts.
(1) Macro-treatment
The first part in the bulk processes that occur considering
the electrode as a porous mass with some kind of distribution of
electrode, liquid, and fuel. This is the type of procedure adopted
2
by Newman and Tobias, 1 _gner, Bonnemay S and some others. Here,
the tacit assumption is that we can take some average distribution
function of material in the bulk of the porous body and that we can
treat the problem in terms of the average bulk resistance of the
electrode and electrolyte, and that the concentration term for the
fue____lcan be reduced to a one-dimenslonal problem (by replacing the
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complex pore distribution with a simplified, one dimensional array
of tubes aligned in the thickness direction) and by assuming that
the gas liquid interface can be localized to some definite region of
the plate, thus producing a determinable concentration gradient in
the porous matrix. Though this maybe roughly true for some special
geometries, such as a "homoporous" electrode (which is in reality far
from homoporous), or the totally "wet" or totally "dry" electrode, it
can be far from true for most other electrodes, and the actual interface
is a vastly different arrangement, and gas space may extend well into
the liquid phase and vice versa.
(2) Micro-treatment
The second phase of the problem deals with the localization
of the activity in an electrode on a micro-scale, and assuming a
knowledge of capillary shape, calculating local current distributions
on an idealized electrode pore. This is essentially the approach used
4
by Will and Urbach _ and in some aspects by myself. Here, one assumes
some shape of the meniscus, tries to simplify the boundary conditions,
inserts diffusion, resistance, and possibly activation and attempts
to solve the resultant differential equations. Unfortunately, the
equations, in general, become highly non-linear, and intractable to
analytic solution. In most cases, computer solution would be feasible,
and useful. The experimental verification of these systems is relatively
simple, but the applicability to actual fuel cells is questionable.
It can be shown that even in a simple setup such as Will's and/or
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mine the behavior is a strong function of the actual shape of the
meniscus in an extremely small region, and so the translation of these
simplified systems to a real porous electrode may be questionable.
(3) Combined approach
The sort of treatment given by Burstein in an attempt to
unify the t_o points of view. Penetration of the gas is provided
for, and the control of the reaction is assumed in small pores inter-
connections the larger gas and liquid pores. Cylindrical interconn-
ectious are again assumed, and some of the weak points of the other
macro treatments are still inherent, because a tacit assumption of the
micro behavior is implied. The most usual (i.e. the easiest) is to
assume that the capillaries are long compared to the diameters, and
that the radial concentration distribution is constant, and is only
a function of the distance from the gas interface. The problem then
reduces to one dimension and is more easily solvable. However, I feel
that it can be shown that if these approximations apply (i.e., the
capillary is very long) in a uniform capillary the meniscus region is
effectively isolated by the high resistance of the capillary, and
contributes little to the total current. The implications of Supplement
I are that the only really effective pores are the short ones, and that
the shape is fa___rfrom cylindrical.
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C. Current Project
At the time of origination of the project, the only information
available on the behavior of the meniscus was that of the paper by
Will. At the time, the wetted film hypothesis seemed an interesting
approach, but question was raised about the effect of small pore
sizes on the meulscus behavior. To investigate this effect the
"slot electrode" system was constructed.
The first systematic study was of the transient response
of the slot system to a potentiostatic step function. Unfortunately,
measurements at a slot electrode are not quite as simple as originally
proposed. The following points must be considered.
i. Mechanism of reaction of H2
Contrary to popular belief, the anodic dissolution of H2
o_uPt is not a well studied and understood reaction. N__opotentiostatic
studies of this reaction are in the literature that I have been able
to find.
I have evidence (Supplement II) that the potentiostatic dissolu-
tion proceeds along at least two different paths although not simultan-
eously. I do not know what the two paths are, nor do I know what
either: (a) Coverage by H2,ads, (b) coverage by Had s or (c) surface
concentration of H dissolved in the Pt.
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2. Solubility of h_dro6en in Pt
Even before the determination of the solubility of hydrogen
.
in Pt by Gileadl and Fulleuwider, I had obtained fairly strong secondary
proof of this solubility and showed that somethin_ leads (Supplement
II) to a definite change in mechanism.
3. Hgn-eguipotential nature of pore
In the study by potentiostat, of a slot electrode, it is not
possible to say that the electrode has a constant potential on its
surface. Indeed, as shown by DeLevie, and by Bounemay, (and others)
the simplest, linear plot electrode behaves as an RC transmission
line, (so-called because the diff. eqns. involved were first worked
out for the "Telegrapher's Equation"), which has characteristics very
much like a "Warburg" impedance (Note: - while it is true that a
"Warburg" impedance (-W-) cannot be represented for all frequencies
by a simple R + C combination, it can be represented by an infinite
array of infinitesimal/_R's +/kC's, and approximated to any degree
of accuracy desired for any finite frequency spread by a "lumped constant"
array of a finite number of components). One of the properties of
these transmission lines is that for n_.ofinite time is the potential
any_There inside the line equal to that at the input, and_ indeed,
if the line is terminated by a resistive component, this holds even
for infiulte time. Fig. 18 shows how such an equivalent llne could
*Private communication.
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represent the slot electrode, dC is the equiv, capacitance per dL
length, and dR the solution resistance. (C is about l_O0_fd/cm
and R ranges from l0 - 10K.C_cmdepending on slit width.) For this
transmission llne the voltages at points A, B, C, D, and E will
look as shownin Flg. 19.
Note that even at A, the potential does not reach the Eapplie d
even with an ideal system for a finite tlme because of the solution
resistance betweenEel. electrode and Working electrode. The finer
the slot, the longer time to reach a steady state (nOt Eapplled).
_. Non-llnearlt_ problem
A potentiostatic study of even simple electrode systems
(i.e. one and only one reaction with one and only one step) is not a
simple study for anything larger than a few mv step because
of the non-llnearlty of the reaction term. (Indeed, I have shown that
even to _30 mv where E2 terms are incorporated, the curve looks llke
E = _ tanh k2t and if cube terms are added (100_ E_0 mv) a curve
in log tanh t results.)
For larger steps results are even worse.
_. Frequenc_ response on equivalent circuit basis
For reactions in which two consecutive steps occur (which
can be represented schematically as in Fig. 20 if one of the steps is
pseudocapacitlve for small perturbations) at least three time constants
occur, namely a) CDL x RF, b) C_RF and c) C_Rs, where RF is the
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equivalent reaction resistance of the fast step and R is the slow step,
s
and C_ is the pseudocapacitance. This can be represented diagramatlcally
as below in Fig. 21 where the values CDL = 16_fd, C_ = 1600_fd,
R s = lO00_C_, RF = l_have been chosen arbitrarily. Also sho_nare
two curves for C_ = 160_fd and C_ = O. A further simplification of
• j
the equivalent circuit is shown drawn near the curve showing the predom-
inant nature of the electrode system during each frequency hand (or time
interval). At very high frequencies the swamping effect of series cable,
solution and/or film resistance, which are inseparable from the maiu
circuit are shown. Note that for each order of magnitude change of
C_ or of added resistance for R s the low frequency point drops one
decade. Thus, response time is > i0 sec for R s = lO00_-_ _lO0 sec
for R - 104_etc.
S
6. "Proper time" problem
Coupling of the transmission line problem with the nou-linear
pseudocapacitance problem can create even longer response times, since
there is a propagation delay (see Fig. 19) in the transmission line
before a point in the sllt even sees a change of potential to react to.
Thus, different parts of the electrode reach the state of "interest
to fuel cells" at very different times.
7. Anal_sis of "transient I'problems
What are the probable reactions that occur? a) oxidation of
adsorbed H on the surface, b) oxidation of adsorbed H2 on the surface;
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c) oxidation of dissolved H2 in the electrolyte as it diffuses to the
surface, and d) the oxidation of H2 in the meniscus region. All but
(d) should cease in the steady state, but this may take a very long
time (_ _1?Dt and forms a secondary pseudocapacltance).
In point of fact, forgetting ally theoretical reasons, all
four reactions above occur simultaneously, and at different times in
different parts of the slot. Variation of the "shape" of the slot
(i.e. length and width) not only changes the values of current at a
specific time, but changes drastlcall_ the whole shape of the curve.
8. Some experimental observations
Attempts to obtain "steady state" require about i_ hours for
stabilization of values. Measurements after "short times" (i.e.
_lO sec) are drastically dependent on prior history. Results vary
over almost an order of magnitude depending on whether the electrode
was at high or low potentials and whether for a long or short time.
Probably the best method of measuring the meniscus currents
is to allow the system to equilibrate, and make a series of small
perturbations first in one direction and then iu the other.
_hen these perturbations are made infini_ismally small, of
course, they degenerate into a slow scan of current vs. potential.
When the currents are the same for a given potential whether ascending
or descending then and only then can one be sur_ that the effects of
prior history are rendered negligible.
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D. Quasi Steady State
Fig. 12 sho_s some of the results obtained _ on the meniscus
lllustratlug the time variation effects on the current obtained.
(It is impossible to arrange that on_2 the meniscus is studied, since
some portion of the electrode is always immersed, giving effects that
add to the meniscus current. However, this system was measured with
only 1 mm of free electrode below the intersection.) The electrode,
initlally at rest in the solution overnight is made anodlc in small
(_0 - I00 my) steps, and the current obtained after _10 minutes plotted
(green x's). The current rises linearly until a potential of about 0.6
volts (at which point OH deposition begins) and then the surface passi-
vates. Practically steady state currents are reached in about 1 minute
at each point. As the potential is raised above 0.7 V the electrode
apparently passlvates, and the current drops off slightly with potential.
0n decrease of potential with the same size step, (green O's) much
larger currents (electrode apparently becomes activated at higher poten-
tials, see Supplement II) are produced which do not reach steady state
even after I0 minutes which continuously and slowly decay. After the
potential is reduced to zero and reversed (red X's) the current follows
a similar curve but at slightly reduced currents (the current was dropping
a_1_ringthe first run and pre_um_b!y these lower currents are equivalent
to these extrapolated time values. A slow "polarographic scan" immediately
following (.0003 V/sec) from 0 - 400 V gives data plotted as black dots,
practically superimposed on the red curve.
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E. Calculations
A theoretical treatment of the "non-wetted" meniscus is given
in Supplement III. These calculations call for an ohmic (i.e. linear
I-V) behavior for this meniscus as observed in experiments on non-
activated electrodes. Additional calculations should be done ou a com-
puter, iucludin_ the effects of activation polarization, _hich is even
more difficult to solve analytically.
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Supplement I
The exact localization of the sites of raction in a porous
electrode structure is an extremely complex problem. The structure of
the simplest of porous electrodes for fuel cell use is at best only
portly understood from a microscopic point of view, and these simple
structures are purposely made much more complex in actual fuel cell
electrodes by any or all of the following construction practices:
(1) graded porosity; (2) sandwich construction; (3) partial or total
waterproofing; (4) catalyst deposition; (_) inert fillers or matrices.
The pores themselves vary widely in shape and size, depending on whether
they are made from (1) compressed powders; (2) siutered compacts;
(3) |'Raney-metal"-type surface treatments; or (4) chemically or electro-
chemically precipitated fillers or catalysts.
Once prepared, fuel cell electrodes can be operated in any of
several fashiion; (1) electrode flooded; (2) electrode "dry'; (3) wet
electrode, gas bubbled through pores; (4) wet electrode, gas statically
balanced by bubble pressure.
Obviously, no single theoretical treatment can possibly cover all
oases of fuel cell operation, and some reasonable estimate must be made
of the types of behavior to be expected in each, and the relative
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I. Evaluation of Structures of Electrodes and Treatments
A. Powder Compacts
This type of structure probably applies to many carbon electrodes,
at least lu the raw state. They can be made by compacting a powder,
consisting of particles of approximately spherical shape of fairly
uniform diameter. The resulting pore structure can be envisioned by
picturing the spaces between a random pile of round balls. The pores
would then consist of a series of larger cavities, of fairly uniform
size with cross sections shaped as in Fig. 22, connected together in
all directions through narrower, but similarly shaped, passages, so as
to look like a network of pointed beads on a 3-dlmmnsional random lattice.
Measurement of this type of structure with a Winslow (mercury intrusion)
porosimeter would yield a characteristic pore spectrum as shown lu
Fig. 23. No mercury can enter the pores In region A until a critical
pressure Po is reached, corresponding to a mean-radlus ro according to
the Washburn formula
p = 2_cos @
r
where P is the pressure, _ the surface tension of Hg, @ is the contact
angle, and r is the effective radius. At this point, the Hg gains
volume of pores (area B) of apparent radius r° is measured. An appreci-
able pore volume is also measured (area C) at successively smaller
pores as the Hg is squeezed into the smoothly tapering region between
the granules. (In addition, with a brittle starting material, such as
B9
carbon Or ceramic, some of the particles would fracture, leaving thin
flat crivices, whose volume would show up in section C.)
B. Sintered co, acts
Porous electrodes made from "green" compacts are usually
structurally too weak to be used successfully as electrodes, and some
degree of sintering is usually employed. During the sintering process,
sharp points, such as crystallite tips and edges, are generally rounded,
dislocations annealed out, and the regions of contact between particles
and fissuieo _w _oge_, .... _ing _h_ a_ca _a_z tnc ctu-vc _f 2ig.
primarily in the region "C" as shown in Fig. 24. The higher the tem-
perature of sinteriug, the stronger the compact grows mechanically. How-
ever, even though the pore volume changes only a small per cent, the
available free surface decreases markedly, since the area "C" has the
largest surface to free volume ratio.
C. Thermal Activation
Some compacts (notably carbon) are made with resinous binders
in the green state. _en heated in a reducing atmosphere, these resins
cake and volatallse leaving a fine pore structure behind and a cementing
residue of graphite between the particles. This procedure will tend to
give a structure similar to that shown in Fig. 24, with the addition of
a region of pores in the very small radius area as shown in Fig. 2_
region D. The volume in these pores, is only a small fraction of the
total pore volume, but the surface to volume ratio is very high.
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D. Catal_st Deposition
Many types of catalysts have been introduced into the pores of
electrodes in many different manners. They can be summed up into three
basic groupings.
(1) Impregnation of the pores with a dilute solution of a catalyst
salt (e.g. AgNOs/H20 H2PtC16/Pt0H , sugar/H20 , etc.) removal of the
solvent, and heating to decompose and/or sinter the catalyst in place.
Since the catalyst is usually present in small amounts for economy's
sake, appreciable decrease of pore volume does not take place, but a
marked increase in the BET surface area usually results.
(2) Impregnation of the pores with a suspension of catalyst
metal powder or insoluble catalyst compound of fine particle size, and
sinterlng in situ into the electrodes. Unless the particle size is kept
extremely small, this type of treatment generally deposits catalyst
primarily on the outer surfaces because of a filtering action of the
electrode pores. This process precludes the deposition of catalyst in
the finest pores, but is compensated in part by the large surface area
of the catalyst particles themselves.
(3) i'Raney" type catalysts: If the metal from which the plate
is fabricated contains an alloy, one component of which is readily soluble,
_-_ _^ ^*_ .... _=_ _ _ _lyt_caSlv active material as a senarate
phase, it is possible to dissolve out the one component, leaving a highly
porous, active residue of catalyst. _en au alloy llke this is used as
one component of a metal powder sinter, the macro-pore structure can be
as sho_m in Fig. 24 but the "active" surface area can be drastically
increased by etching after slntering.
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E. _Taterproofin6
Two main types of waterproofing are used today for fuel cell
electrodes.
(1) Paraffin
A dilute solution of paraffin in a suitable solvent, such as
petroleum ether is soaked into the pores of an electrode, and the solvent
is allowed to evaporate, leaving a fairly uniform, but powdery layer behind.
This layer is usually melted into the electrode at 100 - 200°C. Since
the paraffin wets the electrode, it will fill the small pores prefer-
eutially and round out the crevices between particles, producing an
effect similar to severe sinteriug. If the electrode has beeu pre-
catalyzed, the paraffin also serves to cover the catalyst with a thin film.
(2) Teflon
A dilute suspension of Teflon (or similar fluoroplastlc) is
soaked into the pores and the suspensoid is evaporated. The particles
of Teflon, usually about 0.1 to 0._ microns, do not penetrate the finest
of the pores, but tend to remain in the larger cavities. Since the
Teflon is hydrophobic, and has a contact angle greater than 90°, it
t_olyt -'_*_- th_ porepei_ .... elec e, w_ ............. _._
then forms a film on the _alls, allowing the fuel gas to penetrate.
The very fine pores (< 0.1_) are filled with electrolyte in elec-
trodes treated by this process.
II. Evaluation of Mode of Operation in Relation to Structure
Depending on the mode of operation, different areas of the
porous electrode become of importance.
A. Electrode Flooded
This type of electrode is probably the poorest from the standpoint
of practical fuel cells. Current is limited by the amount of relatively
insoluble gas that can diffuse through the surface film to the electrode
itself, and the voltage is limited at higher currents by the large IR
drop through the pores of the electrode. This type of operation can
sometimes be useful for a qualitative study of catalysts deposited on the
surface of the electrode, since the pore structure itself is rendered
relatively unimportant.
B. Electrode "Dry"
Truly waterproofed electrodes will have a contact angle greater
than 90° and positive pressure on the electrolyte side is required to
force liquid Into the pores. The larger pores will fill first. In a
real fuel cell, operated with vertical electrodes, the hydrostatic
pressure at the bottom causes greater penetration and consequently
greater electrode-electrolyte contact there. However, in a uniform
pore size electrode, once the critical pressure for pore entry has been
exceeded, only a small additional pressure is needed to force electrolyte
all the way through and the electrode is then partially flooded.
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Since the electrolyte is held largely in the larger pores, the
smaller pores are left free for gas transport and the lower resistance
large pores are used for current and reaction product transport. Since
fuel transport in the gas phase Is faster than diffusion of a slightly
soluble gas in liquid, thls type of electrode Is very useful for mixed
gas (i.e. alr) consumption.
(2) Partially waterproofed electrodes, such as those treated
wlth Teflon will behave in a similar fashion from the macroscopic
(or penetration) point of view, but since the pore walls are not
completely coated, they wlll wet, forming thin electrolyte films which
cover most of the free surface. (Not all of thls surface can be electro-
cb_mically active, as shown by Willl). The very fine pores, however.
are probably completely filled wlth electrolyte.
C. _et Electrodes
(1) Gas bubbled through electrode
This type of operation gives a behavior similar to that of B,
except that the particles of Teflon are replaced by alr bubbles. These
bubbles will be of a relatively uniform size, controlled by the _ashburu
relation (p. 2) and the gas flow resistance. _ithin limits, once actual
fixed and with it the minimum size of pore gas can enter. If the bubbling
rate Is excessive, misleading results can be obtained wlth a mixed gas,
because a steady state concentration cannot be reached in the gas phase.
This system Is physically the easiest to control experimentally, but
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presents difficulties in real batteries because of wasted fuel.
(2) Gas pressure balanced a no bubbles
This system is similar to (i) above, but the interface location
is dlfflcult to control, and results can be highly erratic.
III. Surface Utilization of Various Structures
1-4
_hile a number of authors have formulated mathematical models
for porous electrodes, it must be realized that no one of these is app-
licable to all types of electrode systems. A porous electrode at rest
will become saturated with reactant, both in the solution, and any
that may adsorb on or in the electrode wallo
Initially, when a load is placed on the cell, most of this is
accessible immediately, and _ill yield relatively high currents, limited
primarily by the IR drop in the system. Within relatively short times,
this material is exhausted and the current becomes limited by the rate
at which fresh fuel can diffuse to the active areas. (Of course, assuming
lack of activation control.) The question of location and availabilit_
of these active areas is then of primary importance.
Will I has shown that in large pores, with the surface wetted by
electrolyte, at most a region .1 to .3 mm long of the wet film adjacent
to the bulk electrolyte can contribute to the available current because
of the extremely high resistance of thin electrolyte films. This treat-
ment _lill be most valid for well sintered electrodes, in which most micro
fissures and intergranular spaces have been smoothed out, or have been
filled with an inert material such as paraffin. We can also deduce that
in those systems where electrolyte is forced out of the pores with gas
pressure only the outer few tenths of a millimeter are electrochemically
active.
We can also observe that transient methods such as interrupters
and step-functions must be interpreted with care, since the initial
portions of transients are not representatlve of steady state conditions.
The availability of small pores and microfissures ( 5 microns
diameter) for electrode reaction is strongly dependent on the rest of the
structure. In order to be useable, the fissure must have ready access to
the fuel and to a lov resistance electrolyte path. A drop of electrolyte
between two granules of an electrode may be saturated wlth gas, but if
there Is nn Immediate connection tn n _nw reR_tan_ _1_ct_nly_e _ore_ _t
is unavailable electrically. It can be shown that if the distance in a
mlcropore from the gas interface to the electrolyte in a macropore is
much greater than an order of magnitude longer than the width, its con-
tribution is rendered negligible by the large IR drop. Therefore, long
tortuous micropores, if filled with eleqtr01_te , are valueless from the
point of vlew of surface utilization. If these mlcropores and hydrophobic,
however, and electrolyte is only slightly forced into them from a large
pore, and the fuel gas has access to the other end, they can contribute
significantly to the overall current yield.
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Supplement II
A study of the transient development of triangular sweep data
at various sweep rates shows an interesting short (1 - l0 second) time
variation in the _of the curve (which corresponds in this case to
a "Breiter-type" curve) in the deposition of H2 from anodic potentials,
which would not have been observed had not a storage scope been used.
Two precursor peaks to hydrogen deposition were observed, and on success-
ive sweeps, one disappeared and was replaced by a third at more auodlc
potentials. At casual observation, this appeared to be a shift in the
deposition potential of the first peak, (as I thlukBrelter or Will has
mentioned) but closer examination showed clearly that one peak was being
replaced by auother_ l_Ithout going into an elaborate discussion, I
theorize (with some prior thought) that this is evidence of a change in
the surface due to absorption of H into the surface, changlug the charac-
ter thereof and changing the reaction path. This change of reaction
path would not show up in steady state where this step is a fast one in
pseudoequilibrium, but is clearly resolved by more transient methods.
The triangular sweep displays it quite clearly although it also shows
up In poteutlostatlc step function data, but not as clearly as in the
sweep. This mechanism change may be a principle cause of time varla-
tlon in study of _^ H2 _I.,÷_ _ _ __.
Fig. 26 shows the typical curve (expanded for resolution and
showing only a small portion of one branch of the loop) obtained. H2
evolution is to the left in this curve, but to the right in the other two
sweeps. (Fig. 27 and 28). The electrode stood at _500 my anodic for
4T
several minutes. This potential is sufficient to desorb and oxidize any
H or H2 on or iu the surface, but not enough to oxidize the surface
or deposit OH. From this potential the sweep drives to about + 20 my,
reverses to about + 500 and cycles back (i.e. all H or H2 deposited should
redissolve during the upper part of the curve, and impurities should not
have too much chance to adsorb, and there should be no oxidation and
reduction of Pt to change the surface). The upper curve is the first
sweep, and successive sweeps are sho;m below it _ith the final value
slightly brighter. Note that the middle peak disappears and is replaced
by a more anodic one at the right. Fig. 27 shows the first four sweeps
only, and the 4th curve shows fairly clearly the presence of two peaks
....... - ........ w • - - _ ........................................
change of position of only one peak).
Fig. 28 is a series of curves where the sweep rate is varied in
the critical region by a factor of ten. The lowest sweep is the slo_lest,
about 100 mv/sec, and the upper one is 1 v/sec. Note that in the slow
sweep, the stationary-state mechanism has time to develop, while at 3 -
400 mv/sec, both mechanisms are clearly distinguishable, and at lv/sec
only the other mechanism is resolved.
Fig. 29 shows the time effect with potentiostatic steps of about
500 mv. Here the electrode was held at + _00 for several minutes,
brought to H2 evolution for about 0._ sec, and immediately made anodic
again. The upper curve shows this first step. After this step, the
electrode was held at H2 potential for successively longer times, and
the curves got lower. (In the first curve, the initial flat portion is
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potentiostatic saturation, i.e. the amplifier could not supply sufficient
current, over 300 ma in this case.) Note the inflection in the first
curve, on the "bare" electrode. _is peak probably corresponds to one
of the peaks in the s_leep curves, and the initial portion of the curve
to the other. After H2 treatment, the initial, faster portion disappears,
and only the other one remains.
(One would expect the currents to increase with longer times of
H2 evolution, simply because of increased amounts of H2 which could be
evolved and subsequently reduced.)
Fig. 30 shows another series of curves similar to Fig. 4. Al-
though the inflections is not as clear, a definite change in shape is
_b:crv_d b:t_s_n the first t_s znd _ss__r_dt_e.
These potentiostatic inflections are not too obvious by them-
selves, but are pointed out clearly by comparison with sweep data, which
in effect "differentiates" the step function data. A shift in the
position of the peak in the sweep could have been due to a change in some
activity of some species, but a replacement shows fairly clearly a
change in mechanism for the hydrogen deposition. I bypothesize that this
change is due to a change of the structure of the surface caused probably
by a formation of a "Pt-H alloy" in the surface layers.
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Supplement III
Observation of the actual meniscus on the electrode shows that
in the region of the intersection the meniscus has a shape similar
to Figure 31. If, instead of a contact angle of zero, as postulated
in the 'thin film theory', we assume a linear slope of 45°, the following
equations can be established:
i = - aI/dx,1 (1)
where i is the local current density, and I x is the total current
generated from zero to x. In any thin slice 'dx' of solution
dE =- IxdR =- IxpdX/x (2)
where p is resistivity and x is the distance from the meniscus edge
to the slice dx. (Note: This e_uation is not strictly true, but is
a sufficiently accurate approximation for this calculation. )
entiating(2)
Differ-
x2d2E = - x_ dl
_2 _ + T (O (3)
and substitutin_ equations (I) and (2) we obtain
x2d_ xdE
-rum Nernst: s equation _^-A_-_,.^'-'.-_-_÷___ _.._..
-z_E
i=k x (l-e )
k = ZCo_D
--F/RT
where co is the equilibrium concentration of H2 in the solution.
(5)
The
5O
te= V_/x isi/Z where_ i_thed_msion_th le_h _r=_the
point x to the gas-liquid interface.
Substituting (5) into (4) we obtain
, _ = v__p(_- e (6)
Solving (6) by Euler's method; let x = ez and dE/dz = x(dE/dx) we
obtain:
a.____._kF,(1,e-2_.) (7)
dz2
and integrating once:
[ i e-2_E 1/2_Id'-= 2_Z,@(E+-_ " %)] =_I_ = "_'_(8)
At x = O, where _ = O, the concentration of H2 must be the equilibrium
bulk value (assuming no kinetic dissolution of H2 limitations, and no
activation control). Therefore, Ex=0 = 0 and Io = O. Therefore,
C1 =- 1/2_ (9)
and
÷ "-
Ananalytic integration of this expression is not possible but we m_y
substitute the exponential term by the approximate expression
1 - 2_E * b(2_E) 2 (Ii)
where b = .3925, which is with 6_ up to 2_E = i or E_50 my. (Note:
It is shown later that the region of E > 50 mv does not m_terially
contribute to the total effect.) Equation (lO) then becomes
_I_ - (_,_kp_b)112_ (12)
Solving:
in_ - (_/_k_b)_/2-.+ c (13)
Substituting for z = in x and taking the smtilog of both sides
_.= =(__{_)112 (_)
at somex=_, letS=El. Then
aria Ex --_9.(xl,_)(_"/2kP _b)I12
Using app_xlm_tion (ii) and e_uation (5) and (15)
(16)
where S = (4q_ kf_b) and using euqations (i0), (Ii) and (15)
sZl2 sll2 _sI12
IX =" T EX = " TE_(_)
SI/2
atx=_,Ix='TE _.
Choosing a value of E_ = i/2_ = .051 volts, where approximation
(11) is still valid,
I_ = .0139 malcm
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Vi. THE _TURE OF THE CATALYST SURFACE
An electropollshed electrode is sometimes used in electrocataly-
sis studies. To the extent that the surface of such catalyst surface
has not been determined, the interpretation of electrode kinetic studies
on such surfaces is associated with a measure of uncertainty.
The central question is whether an electropollshed electrode is
oxlde-covered or not. Considerable controversy hangs over this question.
Some authors aver that an oxide film is essential to the mechanism of
electropollshing. Others dispute this claim and demand a thick, liquid
layer (Jacquet layer) of hlghviscosity.
It was decided, therefore, to carry out an iu sltu ellipsometric
study of an electrode surface during electropolishing. Since most of the
controversies have revolved around the mechanism of electropollshlng
of copper in phosphoric acid solution, this system was chosen for study.
As a first step, the copper electrode was potentiostated at
two potentials: one in the etching region and one in the polishing
region (Fig. 1). At each of these potentials, ellipsometrlc measurements
are made on the polarizatlou state of the reflected light. The values
of the relative phase retardation/_and relative amplitude diminution
(tan_) are sho_m in Table i. Proceeding on the rule-of-thumb basis
that 0.1 ° in /_corresponds approximately to 1 _, it can be seen that
the results argue for a film thickness of several hundred angstroms.
_en, however, an etching electrode and a polishing electrode are
taken out of the polishing electrolyte, quickly flooded with alcohol,
dried and ellipsometrically examined in air, there is only a small change
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in _ and _6 (table 2). The conclusion was, therefore, drawn that any
'oxide' film which may be present in solution is under a thick liquid
film. Attempts were consequently made to isolate the oxide film from
the liquid layer and study it.
A simple technique was evolved. During the electropolishing,
an organic liquid was placed above the polishing solution. _e latter
was then sucked out, thus allowing the organic liquid to displace the
liquid film and cover the polishing anode without allowing it to come
into contact with air. Then the ellipsometric measurements were made
repeating the liquid displacement procedure ou an etching electrode
and a polishing electrode. The difference in the readings are shown in
Table 3.
The instrument readings were then converted into thickness values
using the Drude-Troustad approximation (which assumes a non-absorbing
film). The solid film appears to be a copper oxide film (n = 2.63) of
28 _ thickness.
In order to eliminate the doubt that the organic liquid had not
successfully displaced the liquid layer, the experiments were repeated
with other organic materials (Table 3). It turns out that, independent
of the organic used to displace the liquid layer, the thickness of the
oxide was the same. This result proves the validity of the technique
used.
Once the thickness of the oxide is determined, it is easy to
establish the thickness of the liquid layer. It was 88 _.
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An additional check on the oxide thickness was carried out by
an electrochemical determination of the thickness. The galvauostatlc
method proved futile because after the reduction of about a mouolayer of
some species (probably oxygen adsorbed on the oxide) the potential Jumped
to the hydrogen evolution value. Hence, the method of potentiostatic
build-up was used - the potential being switched from the etching region
to the polishing region. From the quantity of electricity used (Fig. 2)
it was found that the oxide thic1_ess was _2_ _.
From these elllpsometrlc and electrochemical measurements, it
can be concluded that the anode is covered with a thin oxide film during
electropollshing. There are, however, characteristic changes in the
ellipsometrlc data (Fig. B) as the poteutlal is changed. The inflection
at the onset of polishing is of particular interest. In order to explore
this iuflectlon further, it is necessary to free the ellipsometric analysis
from the assumptlou that the absorptlou coefficient of the oxide film
is zero. This work is in progress.
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POTENTIAL OF ZERO CHARGE
Shysm D. Argade and E. Gileadi
I. INTRODUCTION
N65133976
i. What is Potential of Zero Charge?
When a metal is immersed in a solution of an electrolyte, a
double layer is set up at the interface such that there can be an excess
charge on the metal side of the interface and an ionic atmosphere with a
net excess of nne kind of ions in the solutinn side of the .double layer
to maintain electroneutrality over all of the system. The charge on the
metal per unit area is given by
qm=- F_ i_i_.i (1)
i
where the summation is limited to the solution side of the double layer,
F the Faraday, zi the valence of the ionic species i including the sign
of charge, and ! i is the surface excess of that component in the double
layer in moles per unit area of the interface. The charge on the solution
side of the double layer, qS, is equal and opposite in sign to the charge
m
on the metal, q . (qm = _ qS). Consider this as an ideally polarized
electrode, in which case the Gibbs' adsorption equation at constant
temperature and pressure can be written as
and
i
._ m
(.-,_// E)_,p,.t_i= - q (3)
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where_i is the chemical potential of the species i, E the electrode
potential and _ the interfacial tension. In principle one can deter-
mine the interracial tension as a function of the electrode potential
with respect to some suitable reference electrode. Then the potential
at which the derivative (_ _/_ E)T,p,_ i is zero, the metallic side
of the double layer will have no excess charge. This potential is defined
as the potential of zero charge.
2. The Use of Rational Scale of Potentials
The potential of zero charge offers itself as a natural refer-
i
ence point. This point of view was originally put forward by Frumkin
and applied by Grahame 2 to devise a rational scale of potentials sad
stressed further by Antropov. B The rational scale of potentials is
defined as follows
--E - Eq=° (4)
where E is the potential in the rational scale, E is the potential in
which one is interested, and Eq_ o is the potential of zero charge of the
electrode. What is rational about this scale of potentials is that the
potential on this scale gives an approximate idea regarding the charge
on the electrode. Also the rational potential, as can be seen from
the equation (4), is independent of the scale of reference. It is abso-
lutely necessary to have at least an approximate idea regarding the
charge on the electrode in order to apprehend the processes taking place
at the electrode-solution interface. The charge on the metal is funda-
mentally responsible for the distribution of ions and dipoles in the
solution side of the double layer.
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The importance of representing the double layer phenomena as a
function of charge on the electrode is illustrated by an example as
follows. 4 Consider the energy of adsorption of dipoles on the electrode
surface. A dipole with a dipole moment_ in a field X has an energy_tX
when the dipole is in the direction of the field. In this particular
case we will leave aside the other interactions Just to make the point
cited. If we know the charge on the electrode, X = 41_qm/_. But if
we try to equate, X = /_V/_, difficulties arise because we do not know
the precise value of _, the double layer thickness and /kV is the
potential difference across the double layer (which includes the diffuse
double layer p.d. and other contributions).
The advantage of representing double layer phenomena in terms of
charge is demonstrated by Bockris, Devanathan and M_ller 4 in the case
of adsorption of various aliphatic compounds on Hg. It was found that
(the coverage) versus qm plots had a simple and symmetrical shape and
-2
the maximum of coverage occurred between -2 to -3 coul. cm for various
compounds. Whereas the @ - V plots were much more complex and there was
no definite relation between @max and V. Fig. I shows @..qm and @ --V
plots for the case of the adsorption of butanol.
Thus it may be realized that the knowledge of the charge on the
electrode is very important. In the case of solid electrodes it is not
possible to get very accurate values of potential of zero charge and also
determination of q--V plots on solid electrodes presents difficulties
and in such a case rational scale is quite useful.
At slightly negative charges or at slightly negative rational
potential the water molecules at the electrode-solution interface are
AX- 
oriented in such a way that the number of molecules of water in each
orientation is the same. At this point several org_uic compounds will
get adsorbed to the maximum extent because, on the basis of competitive
model of adsorption, at this point the interaction between the organic
and the metal may be larger than that with water. In case of some of
the aromatic organic molecules this may hal_en at slightly positive
rational potentials because of the specific interaction involved.
For charged particles, roughly the opposite sign of charge on the
electrode is favorable for adsorption. Cations which do not get specific-
ally adsorbed, are adsorbed when the rational potential is negative. For
anions the picture is much more complicated as anions have a larger
tendency for specific adsorption. Also whenever the interaction of the
field in the double layer with some other species, charged or uncharged,
becomes larger than that of the adsorbed ion, get desorbed. In the
absence of specific adsorption, at E = O, there is no net excess of one
kind of ions.
3. Electrode Kinetics and Potential of Zero Charge
Potential of zero charge serves as a reference point for compar-
ison of rates of electrochemical reactions on different metals. Let us
consider an electrochemical reaction _hose rate is activation controlled.
The exchange current density (io) of this reaction can be written as,
io = nF/_J (kT/h) ]Taj exp(-/3G_)/RT exp(-n_ _revF)/RT
and the rate of this electrochemical reaction (i)
¢5)
where k is the Boltzmsmn constant, h is the Planck constant, n is the
number of the electrons required for the overall reaction, F is the
Faraday, _ is the stoichiometric number, aj's are the activities, _G #
is the chemical free energy, # is the symmetry factor, _rev is the
metal-solution potential difference at the reversible potential and 7 is
the overpotential. We would like to compare the rates of the electro-
chemical reactinn where the field dependent part of the free energy of
activation (n# _ iF) is zero. At potential of zero charge the charge
dependent part of the metal-solution p.d. (_%') is zero and the only
p.d. (_) is that of _A_. If wecontribution to the metal-solution
can assume, in the case of metals being compared for the catalytic
activity, that _ _ is constant we have in effect a fair comparison of the
chemical rate constants. Whereas if we compare the rates of the electro-
chemical reaction at the reversible potential, we are nowhere near the
ideal situation of comparing the chemical rate constants. Because the
charge dependent field in the case would be far different from metal to
metal.
A very interesting point is the usage of rational scale of poten-
tials in electrode reactions. We will mention two examples here, namely,
the electrodeposition reaction of some metals. From equation (_), if
we plot log io versus the reversible potential on the rational scale for
hydrogen evolution reaction we would get a straight line with a slope of
n_ F/RT and this is found to be the case (cf. Fig. 2). Several early
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attempts 5"8 were made to list the metals in the order of their electro-
deposition exchange current densities, On the basis of these data
Antropov 3 put the metals in the decreasing order of their io'S as: Hg,
Ag, Pb, T1, Cd, Bi, Sn, Cu, Zn, Co, Ni, Fe. This series is not rigorous
and it can be explained on the basis of none of the considerations like
the electrmnic structure of the metal ions, potential energy diagrams,
nor the electromotive series. The sequence is fairly well elucidated
by the consideration of the rational scale of potentials. As. can be seen
from Table i, some of the positions of E which forms a similar sequence
rev
TABLE 1. REVERSIBLE POTENTIALS OF METALS IN THE RATIONAL SCALE
ASD THEIR EXCHANGE CURRENT DENSITIES
Metal PZC Erev Erev i_ A cm"2
Hg -0.21 0.80 1.01 14 + 1
Ag +0.05 0.80 O. 75 24 + 5
Pb -0.67 -0.13 0.54 --
T1 -0.82 -0.34 O. 48 --
Cd -0.72 -0.40 0.32 1.4 x 10 .2
Cu -0.04 +0.34 0.38 2.4 x 10 -2
Co -0.51 -0.27 O.24 8 x lO-7
Sn -0.34 -0.14 0.20 2 x i0 "5
Zn -0.60 -0.76 -0.16 2 x 10-5
Fe -0.38 -0.44 -0.06 1 x 10-8
Ni -0.34 -0.23 +0.11 2 x 10-9
@.
lo values are taken from the compilation of N. Tanaka and R.
Tamamushi. i0
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as of io'S , seem to be reversed but the general order is maintained.
Thus, the potential of zero charge is a very significant
quantity in electrochemistry. It serves as a reference point for compar-
ison and also in some cases it is useful for the purposes of interpre-
tation, e.g., the case of electrodeposition of metals. It is also
advantageous in some of the practical applications, viz. electroreduction,
corrosion inhibition, etc. 3,9
II. ASPECTS OF POTENTIAL OF ZERO CHARGE IN COI_NECTION WITH THE METAL
i. The relation between Potential of Zero Char_e_ Contact Potential
Difference and Work Function
It was pointed out by Frumkin ll that the _ifference in the potential
of zero charge of two metals is approximately equal to their contact
potential difference.
_/contact 1 2
- Eq=0 - Eq=0 (7)
where Eq__O potential of zero charge, 1 and 2 subscripts refer to the
metal. Vl, 2 is the contact potential difference between the two metals.
Also Frumkin pointed out that the different orientation of the dipolar
molecules of the solvent (water in aqueous media) at the electrode
interface; causes the deviations to the above rule, Eqn. (7). It was
Vasenln 12 who pointed out first the relation between potential of zero
charge and work function. His was the first attempt to relate the poten-
tial of zero charge to a property of the metal semi-empirically. He
took on the argument of Frmmkin that contact p.d. is equal to the
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difference of potentials of zero charge of metals. Vasenin said this
correspondence serves as a basis for the approximate calculation of
potential of zero charge from work function. From equation (7)
Now
where _'s are work functions.
From (8)and (9)
q--O q--O
_'2 "El " (_1 " _2 )
(8)
(9)
(ll)
for one metal (mercury) Eqn. (11) can be rewritten as,
Eq--O = a+b_
since we know the values of Potential of zero charges and work function
(12)
The most probable values of constants of this line are given by
Vasenin as, a = -4.25 and b = 0.86. b is dimensionless and a is in
volts. The vElue of b according to Vasenin gives an indication of
oriented water dipoles with the metal surface, which must depend upon
the structure of the water molecule, in case of aqueous solution. The
An assumption involved is that equality of difference in potential of zero
charge and contact Potential difference. A better approximation may
be obtained by introducing a parameter b which corrects for the inter-
action of oriented dipole layer with the metal surface. Thus,
(lo)
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fact that the experimental line lies below that of the slope b = I,
there is an interaction between the surface dipolar layer of oriented
water dipoles and the surface layer of the metallic phase. The more
negative the potentials of zero charge to these values on the line, it
w_ proposed, that more was the interaction between surface dipoles
adsorbed at the metal solution interface. Also the larger the work
function the greater is the interaction between the two electric layers
which are present in the different phases. The magnitude of the variation
of the potential caused by this interaction is different for different
metals and changes from 0.25 to 0.5 v for the alkali and alkaline earth
metals and from 0.5 to 0.7 v for the remaining metals, increasing with
increasing the electronic work function of the metal.
The relation Vasenin gets in figure (3) shows there is a lot of
scatter due to the inaccuracy of measurement of both of these quantities,
namely, work function and potential of zero charge.
Thus there seems to be an empirical relation between potentials
of zero charge and work function. But it is difficult to check the
validity of the Vasenin equation due to an extremely large scatter in
the experimental data of work functions and potentials of zero
charge of metals. Also, both of these quantities vary with the surface
of the metal and particularly the potential of zero charge depends on
ionic adsorption (cf. Section III).
2. Physicoc_cal Properties of the Metal
The potential of zero charge can be split up into two terms,
according to Ukshe 13 and Levin 14 as follows
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bulk _surface
Eq.o :' + sq,,o (13)
where Eq= 0 is the potential of zero charge determined experimentally,
_surface
EbUlkq=ois component due to the bulk of the metal and "q=0 is the
surface component of the potentiLl of zero charge.
According to equation (13) in the attempt of establishing any
dependence of potential o_ zero charge upon the properties of metal.
One should think of the bulk compm_nt of potential of zero charge and
not experimentally determined potential of zero charge. The difference
bulk
between Eq: O and Eq: 0 may be appreciable (see Section III).
Thus, one cannot expect to have an ideal a_reement between a
mathematical formula connecting a bulk property and the potential of
zero charge of metal. Ukshe and Levln found that there exists some
relation between the atomic weight of a metal and the potentials of
zero charge as obtained experimentally or calculated from work function
vs• potential of zero charge plot• This attests of some relation between
two quantities. Accordingly they come up with a relation as follows
(Dn/A) I/3 Eq= 0= a b sine( + c)
where a ._0.565, b & O.115, c._ " 0.6, c "-0.28. D is the density of
the metal, A is the atomJcweight, n is the number of free electrons in
the metal atom. It is apparent that A/D is atomic volume, thus nD/A is
a free electron concentration term. It is claimed that this kind of
sinusoidal curve (which is limited to + 0.6 to - 1.1 on the normal
hydrogen electrode scale) is a better fit than the equation of Vasenin.
Also, accordi_ to Ukshe and Levin the bulk component of Eq= 0 must
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depend upon temperature because the density of the metal is dependent
upon temperature. The dependence may not be very appreciable but one
can expect that zero charge potentials of Pb, Zn, Cd, Te and Cu must
shift to more negative values as the temperature increases. The poten-
tial of zero charges of Bi and Ag will on the contrary shift to positive
values as the temperature increases. But so far no experimental data is
found in literature of sufficient accuracy to test such dependence.
Another difficulty of the formula of Ukshe and Levin is that
there are co values of potentials of zero charge for a given value of
(Dn/A)1/3 and this does not have physical meaning.
In another paper Ukshe, Levin and Novakovskii 14 attempt theoret-
ically to arrive at Vasenin's relation. This derivation is given as
follows. Let us consider the following cell M1 / soln / M 2. The e.m.f.
of such a cell is defined as
where the three _'s refer to the phase boundary potentials. Now if
one measures the e.m.f, between an electrode i under stsndard reversible
conditions and electrodes of like kind at zero charge, then we have
Eo refers to the electrode's normal potential and Eq__O the potential
of zero charge. Frumkin has shown15 that the contact potential differ-
ence between metal-solution at potential of zero charge (i.e. i_s_ )
_q=o
cannot a _ be taken equal to zero because the intrinsic potential
drop at the metal-solution interface can be different from the sum of
the intrinsic potential drops at the metal-vacuum and the vacuum-solution
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interfaces owing to the different orientation of the dipole molecules
of the solvent at the interfaces with the metal and with the vacuum.
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This is confirmed by experiments, which served as a basis to evaluate
the phase boundary potential difference between a mercury electrode at
zero charge and a NaC1 solution as 0.33. 20 Also one can in addition,
according to Frumkin and Ershler 17 take the magnitude of this potential
drop for various electrodes in first approximation as a constant, i.e.
i_ s_= 0 _ constant (17)
As far as the potential drop i/ks_ for an electrode in a normal solu-
tion is concerned it is defined by the free energy of transfer of ions
from metal lattice into their one normal solution. Thus, we can write
U -U
_ m s (18)
ze_
where Um is the energy required in removing a metal ion from the lattice
and U s is the energy for removing an ion from the solution. Now Um as
determined from a thermodynamic cycle is,
Um = _G s + _G. - ze- _ (19)l 0
and Us &% + ZeoZs (20)
/\_.t_ ._ _._m _._ _n_i._ _.nd th_ subscripts s.i and h are for
sublimation, ionization and hydration respectively, zeo is the charge
on the ion, _ is the work function and 7(s is the potential drop across
the solution-vacuum interface. From equations (17) - (20) it follows
that,
,_G s + _G i - /__\Gh i s
- zs- -  {q=oEo = Eo " Eq--O = ze_ (21)
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Thus Eo varies linearly with the electronic work function _. It is not
possible, however, to verify the equation (21) because some of the
i S_q__0quantities are unkmawn, e.g., _'s and
Ukshe et al. used the following
_H + _/kHi - ,_\Hh ° T_S
S -,z
E = - i's"
o ze°
For the calculation
i s
_- _ _q_-o (22)
_S is the entropy differenee for the ion in the metal lattice and that
in the solution. AH's are the enthalpies. Table (2) gives the values
for the above quantities. If one designates
then
-Zeo_+_Hs+_i "_A_-_s = _o (23)
EO = 1 _ G + constant (24)
zeo
From Table (2) it is seen that e/most all of the experimental points
with the exception of A1 and Ga, are well represented by Eqn. (2_).
Also it is found that i_\S_q=o + '/_sis a constant and its value is
- 0.22 v. Now, these considerations also allow to get an equation
relating work function and potential of zero charge. From equation (15)
the e.m.f, of a cell composed of an arbitrary electrode at potential
of zemo charge (i) and another under stmadard reversible conditions (k) is
i S
setting _ _-q=O = constant and since k_i_ = _k _i the difference
is work functions we have
i -_(Ek k_As_ _k _iEq=0 o - - + constant) + (26)
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The expression in parenthesis in Eqn. (26) can be calculated for any
of the metals represented in Table (2). The experimental values of
k _k [k/ks 1Eo mud and _ = _ _G - constant are adduced in the table.
ze8
Using these data the quantity in the parenthesis in equation (26) is
found to remain constant for various metals to a reasonable degree
(exceptions Ga and T1). Table (3) gives these values for several
metals. We thus have relationship
Eq__ - _ - _.78 (27)
Equation (27) differs somewhat from Vasenin's equation.
Eq__ - 0.86_ - _.25 (12)
If using the data in Table (2) and applying the method of least
squares, if one calculates the empirical values of the coefficients of
equation (12) one obtains the values of the slope and intercept of the
line as 0.92 and - _.40 v respectively. The point corresponding to
thallium falls far out of the line and if one excludes thallium then
equation becomes
Eq=0 = 1.02_ - _.88 (28)
Equation (28) agrees well with equation(27). This equation,
however, cannot give accurate values of potential of zero charge but
serves as an approximate evaluation of the potentials of zero charge.
This is due to the unreliability of the data found in the literature
on entropies of hydration or _H h and the electronic work function.
A simple derivation of the relation between potential of zero
charge and work function could be obtained fairly rigorously as follows,
m'A_s_=m/\s"_+ _m" _s (29)
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TABLE 3
C_ED DATA ON THE QUANTITY (Eok - k_A S_o - _k + constant)
FOR VARIOUS METALS
Metal k _k l Eo - o.22
Eo - .
Ag -4.80
Cu -4.81
Zn -4.81
ca -4.8o
Hg -4.75
Pb -4.8o
Sn -4.74
Ai -4.83
Ga -5. OO
T1 -4.55
Bi -4.79
Average - 4.78
mL\s_ is inner or galvani potential difference for the metal-solution
interface, m/ks _ the outer or volta potential difference and _m and
"_s are the surface potential of the metal and solution respectively.
m_s_[_ 0 andWhen the charge on the metal is zero, =
Now,
m s_
(30)
- _ :/_ + zeoz.,,,, (3l)
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@
where _ is the work function an_ Ue
electron. Substituting (31) into (30) for _m,
m_s_ --O = ze-
O
the chemical potential of the
_s (32)
Now, subtract m,,_L\S_N.H.E.,the metal-solution inner p.d. of the normal
hydrogen electrode, from both the sides of equation (32)
m s _
Eq=o= _ #q--o- m_\s_.H.E. =
_ I_-m
-Ue .m _ m s
Zeo Zs-
zeo
"I"
•_ _,Pt-m
i33)
Thus we have the relation between potential of zero charge and the
work function similar to the one given by Ukshe, Levin and Novakovskii 14.
m s I m_ s_2 ¢i . _2 UI - U2
. _ e _ e (Zl- _) (3_)
_q---O &\ rq:o : " ze° ze° s
Superscripts i and 2 refer to the metals. Thus, difference in the
potentials of zero charge of the two metals is equal to the contact
potential difference of the two metals but for difference in the
chemical potentials of the electron in the two metals and the two
different surface potentials of the solvent on two metals. No calcu-
lations are as yet available to test the validity of equations (33)
_a (34).
In conclusion of this section, we would like to mention that
as yet there is no satisfactory theoretical relation between potential
of zero charge and a property of the metal, for all the metals. Ukshe,
Levin and Novakovskii relation, i.e. equation (28) does not apply to
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the transition metals. Also, large deviations to the Vasenin's rela-
tion are observed. Also potential of zero charge is a function of the
metal surface and the system as well (Section III).
III. ASPECTS OF I_TENTIAL OF ZERO CHARGE IN RELATION TO THE SYSTEM
From the treatment given in Section II, it may appear that the
potential of zero charge is a property of the metal. However, potential
of zero charge does vary under conditions of the experiment. As
previously pointed out _/k_q__O = _m " X_s" Any change in )_m or M s
will change the potential of zero charge. In the presence of ionic
adsorptinn the term _'_ may not be taken equal to zero. So it is
quite obvious that in any process which changes _m or )6s will also
have an effect in changing the value of potential of zero charge.
1. Ionic Adsorptio n
When the ions are specifically adsorbed in the double layer, an
excess charge arises due to the presence of the ions in the inner
Helmholtz layer and, therefore, ions of the opposite charge gather at
the outer Helmholtz plane and the diffuse layer, to maintain electro-
neutralityiu the system. Thus, this causes a potential drop across
the dipolar layer of the ions of the opposite sign and also outside the
region confined by the planes through the center of the charges.
Thus, the potential of zero charge (value in the absence of
specific adsorption) will become more negative as specific adsorption
of anions, for example, increases. Also, if there is specific adsorption
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of cations the potential of zero charge will shift to more positive
values.
In most cases the data for shift of potential of zero charge
with specific adsorption have been obtained on Hg. Grahame 18 has deter-
mined this shift for various anions and cations. The Table (4) below
shows the typical variation of potential of zero charge with ionic
adsorption. 13
TABLE 4
VARIATION OF POTENTIAL OF ZERO CHARGE WITH IONIC ABSORPTION
Solution Eq__O (N.H.E.) Solution Eq__O (N.H.E.)
1 N KOH - 0.19 1 N HCl - 0.30
1 N K2CO 3 - 0.20 1 N BaCl 2 - 0.28
1 N K2HPO 4 - 0.21 1.0 N LaCl 3 - 0.32
1 N Na2S04 - 0.20 1 N KBr - 0.37
1 N H2SO 4 - O.23 3 N KCNS - 0.49
i N CH3COONa - 0.24 3 N KI - O. 59
1 N KNO 3 - 0.28
2. Organic Adsorntion
Adsorption of organic molecules is on the competitive hams with
water. If it is a neutral molecule it will usually get adsorbed to
maximum extent when water gets randomized in its orientation; i.e. when
the number of water molecules in each orientation is the same. If the
organic molecules get adsorbed to a large extent this will change the
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dielectric constant and the number of dipoles on the surface. This
will give rise to a change in the magnitude of the surface potential
and as a result the potential of zero charge will change. If the
organic molecule has a specific interaction with the metal surface
(e.g., ]Y electron and d-band interactions, etc.) the shift of the
potential of zero charge will be pronounced. As a general rule if the
organic dipol@s negative end is towards the metal, then the potential
of zero charge will shift towards more negative value. And if the
positive pole of the organic dipole is towards the metal, potential of
zero charge will shift to more positive values.
3. Surfaces Covered with Gases
It is well known in work function measurements that when the
surface is covered by adsorbed gases, work function changes. Now,
- : me÷Zeo% (as)
where _e electronic work function, _ is the chemical potential of the
electron in the metal and _m is the surface potential at the metal
surfaee in vacuum. A minus sign arises for _e because the work involved
in equation (35) is bringing the electron eo from eo into the bulk phase.
Thus, when the metal surface is covered by the adsorbed gas, the_ e
(bulk property) presumably remains the same and _ changes to change
m
the work function of the metal. If the adsorbed layer is negatively
charged the work function becomes _eo + 4NNu_ where N_.is the electric/
moment per unit area and _eo - _]YN_bwhen the layer is positively
charged. (The adsorbed layer sets up an image charge of opposite sign
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in the metal giving rise to the dipole moment. ) There is a possibility
of covalent linkage which has not been considered here. So, one can
see if there is an adsorbed layer of gas on the metal, the potential of
zero charge will be different than that in absence of an adsorbed
layer, since there is a linear relation between work function and poten-
tial of zero charge. Thus, when the adsorbed layer is negatively
charged (the work function increases because of the negatively charged
layer on the surface) it will shift the potential of zero charge to a
more positive value.
If the gas is absorbed inside the metal it will cha_e the bulk
properties of the metal. The magnetic susceptibility for instance
is changed by absorbed hydrogen. The chemical potential of an electron
will be different in case of a metal-hydrogen phase changing the work
function. And, hence, potential of zero cha_ge is different when a
metal has absorbed hydrogen in its lattice. Krasikov and Kheifets 19
have shown that potential of zero charge of Pt and Co changes to more
positive values with the amount of absorbed hydrogen.
4. _H Variation
It is known 19 that the potential of zero charge of metals like
Pt, Pd, Ni, Fe, Co varies with hydrogen ion concentration. Whereas
metals like Ag, Cu, Zn,Pb and Au do net have a change in their poten-
tials of zero charge with pH. Krasikov and Kheifets 19 have pointed out
that the potential of zero charge varies with pH in case of metals
which absorb hydrogen. Also, according to them the variation of potential
of zero charge with pH is caused due to hydrogen adsorption and/or
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absorption in the lattice of the metals. This is not supported by
theory or confirmed by experiment. Since hydrogen in the metal
decreases the work function (due to increasing the Fermi energy) and
shifts potential of zero charge to more negative values; contrary to
the idea of Krasikov and Kheifets. And the layer of the adsorbed
hydrogen atoms on platinum or palladian (for which the effect of pH
on potential of zero charge is very much pronounced) has a positive
charge and thus decreases the work function again and potent_l of zero
charge is more negative than it should be. Thus, it can be seen there
is no satisfactory explanation for the pH-dependence of the potential
of zero charge as yet.
There is no good correlation of the dependence of potential of
zero charge on the factors of the system, by which we would be able to
predict precisely the effect of the system on potential of zero charge.
More work in this regard is to be stressed.
IV. METHODS OF DETERMINATION OF THE POTENTIAL OF ZERO CHARGE
i. Surface Tension Methods
(a) Electrocapillary curves
The electrocapillary curves usually are obtained by capillary
electrometer which was first used by Lippmann. The interphase between
a liquid metal and the solution is made in a thin capillary tube. The
height of mercury required to bring the interphase to a given point
on the capillary is proportional to the interfacial tension. The
proportionality constant is obtained from a reference solution of known
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electrocapillary properties. The modernversion has been described
by several authors. 20 The obvious limitation of the electrocapillary
measurement is that this method can only be used for liquid metals, e.g.,
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Hg, amalgams and liquid metals in molten electrolytes. Karpachev et
al. 22 have studied Sn, Pb, Cd, Zn, T1, Ag, Sb, Bi, A1, Ga, Te as well
as T1, Sn and Bi amalgams and alloys like Sn-Zn, Sn-Au and Bi-Te in
LiCi-KC1 eutectic. A capillary electrometer can be substituted by a
dropping mercury electrode where the dropweight method of measuring
interfacial tension is used.
(b) Contact An_le Method
Contact angle measurement can be used to determine the electro-
capillary curves. Measurement of the contact angle @ between a gas
bubble and a metal surface immersed in an electrolyte makes it possible
to observe the interfacial tension changes. The contact angle is
related to the interfacial tensions as follows:
cos 9 = (_g,m- _s,m)/_g,s (36)
where _g,m is the interfacial tension of gas/metal and _g,s that
of gas/solution. MSller 23 was the first to show that contact angle
changed with potential. Frumkin et al24 have determined electrocapil-
lary curves for Pt, Ga, Zn, Ag, Hg as well as amalgams of"Ti. 'The
values of electrocapillary maximum of mercury obtained by this method
compares well with that obtained by other methods. The contact angle
method is not as accurate as the electrocapillary method. Frumkin has
suggested that while _ s,m varies with potenti8], ,_g,m and _g,s
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remain constant.
_'g,m remains constant because of a moisture film
between metal and gas. This type of behavior for ethanol-water mixtures
on Hg has been confirmed by Tverdovskii and Frumkin. 25 At higher con-
centration of ethanol, the contact angle is small and independent of
potential. These authors suggested that at high ethanol czmcentrations
the moisture film between gas and metal has bulk properties and /g,m
then varies with potential in the same way as _s,m resulting in a
constant contact angle.
This method seams to be good for getting potential of zero
charge of solid metals but difficulties may be associated with it due to
contamination of the metal surface due to oxygen, etc. Also, the method
is not as accurate as electrocapillary me_hods.
2. Change of Surface Area
In a dropping mercury electrode since the mercury-solution inter-
face is constantly expanding, a current must be passed if the potential
of the electrode (or the charge density on the surface) is to remain
constant. Even if the rate of formation of the new interphase is not
current
known, at potential of zero charge no/ will flow. Frumkin 27 has used
this method to determine electrocapillary maximum of mercury.
This method is also useful for solid metals. While the surface
area changes at a fixed potential, the charging current is measured.
This charging current will be zero at potential of zero charge and is
of opposite sign on either side of the potential of zero charge. The
charge q on the electrode is given by
q = Aqm (37)
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where A is the area of the electrode and qm is the charge per unit area.
Differentiating equation (37) one has
Hence,
dq = %_ + Adqm
i = d dt = ( A/dt) + AC
(38)
(39)
D
where C is the capacity per unit area of the interface and E is the
potential. If the area of the electrode is increased at constant
potential or the rate of change of potential with time is kept small
compared to the rate of change of surface area, the second term on the
r.h.s, of equation (39) may be considered negligible and the charging
current becomes proportional to qm
i _ % (_Aldt) (_0)
and approaches zero for any value of dA/dt as the potential approaches
the potential of zero charge. There are three methods available to
change the surface of the metal-solution interphase.
1. Immersion method. 28
29
2. Scraping of the surface.
3. Crystal cleavage.
Results of the first two methods are avsilable. Both of these
measurements have been carried ou_ in chloride solutions, where specific
adsorption occurs. Another difficulty with the method is that if there
is a current due to a Faradaic process taking place, the reversal of
current which one would observe may not be at potential of zero charge.
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3. Capacity measurements
This method is the most extensively used one for getting poten-
tials of zero charge of solid metals. The capacitance of the electrode
is measured by a variety of techniques as a function of potential. A.C.
techniques like bridge methods, or measuring a.c. potential difference
developed across the cell by passing alternating current can be used
for the measurement of capacity of the electrode.
The potential of zero charge is discernible on the capacity-
potential relation in dilute solutions of the order of O.O1 M or less.
The capacity of an electrode can be represented as,
llCCm, s) = ll(Cm_ 2) + ii(c2, s) (_l)
Cm_ s is the capacitance of metal-solution interface which can be split
up into two terms, Cm. 2 capacitance of the outer Helmholtz plane and
C2_ s the capacitance of the diffuse double layer. Now,
where
 2-s--(z /2 -I( 2A)
i _ _2-s
C2-s a q
A = (_o12 ,-v)112
-_A " i(i+ q214A2)l12
(43)
At the potential of zero charge, it is obvious from equation (43) that
C2. s is very large and its contribution to the total capacitance is
insignificant and one observes a minimum in the C-E plot. This method
has been used very successfully for the determination of the potential
of zero charge and seems to be very good. However, it cannot be used
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when there is a pseudo-capacitance30 due to some reaction, since the
pseudo-capacitance is usually large compared to the ionic double layer
capacitance and acts effectively in parallel with it. In addition the
existence of adsorbed species on the surface modifies the double layer
capacitance substantially and can also cause a shift in the potential of
zero charge.
4. Adsorption Methods
(a) Ionic Adsorption 31
"1
The charge on the metal qm can be defined as, -qm = z+i + F +
z_ I-__F, where F is the Faraday, z+ and z., the valence of the ions,
_-_'s are surface excesses, subscripts + and - refer to the cation and
anion respectively. When the charge on the metal is zero, z+l_+
- z_ I-__, z+ and z_ are related to the number of ions produced from the
salt, V + and y. as z+Iz. = - W.l Y+andwe i-+l g + = l-il #_.
Thus, the number of ions, at potential of zero charge, of a l:l electro-
lyte is equal. Whereas at other potentials there will be different
numbers of cations and anions. This is the basis of this method. Thus,
if cation and anion are labeled and the radioactive ions emit radiation
of different energies, it will be possible to get the number of ions
_..__4_,_A_,o_I_,...__.__:._h4_.. ....A_ present in the double layer.
Difficulties associated with this method: specific adsorption
of ions (can be avoided by very dilute solutions). And it is not always
possible to find a suitable pair of a cation and an anion so that the
two tracers can be detected simultaneously. Another problem is that" to
get fairly large change in concentration of solution a large area of the
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electrode must be used. The method is not accurate.
(b) Use of a constant low concentration of radiotracer neutral
organic molecule with different concentration of electrolTte
In this method, which was developed in this laborator_ 2 the argu-
a
ment is as follows. The adsorption of/neutral molecule depends upon
the electric field across the Helmholtz layer. Thus, for a given potential
difference across the Helmholtz layer the value of the coverage 9 of
the organic molecule is fixed for a small given concentration of the
species. The value of the potential difference across the Helmholtz
layer, at the constant _ (metal-solution Galvani potential differ-
ence), varies with the concentration of the electrolyte. But at poten-
tlal of zero charge (when there is no field across the double layer
except for the _ = _Im - _s value) the value of p.d. across outer
Helmholtz layer is constant irrespective of the concentration of the
electrolyte. This would, at potential of zero charge give the same
value of @ _rganic. Thus, if we plot @org - EN.H.E. varying the concen-
tration of electrolyte which does not give rise to specific adsorption
we will observe an intersection of the various @org " EN.H.E. plots.
Preliminary results of this method are available. Difficulties
involved in the method are specific adsorption and the shift in the
potential of zero charge due to adsorption of the organic molecules.
The @org - E plot is distinctly unobtainable at very low concentration.
The concentration used were 1 N, O.1 N, O.O1 N, NaClO_. It is very
probable 33'34 specific adsorption is involved at 1 N NaClO 4. The shift
of potential of zero charge may be of the order of 50 - 60 my. Also the
@org determined is accurate within lO - 15_. In general potential of zero
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charge values obtained are accurate to + 50 my. The shift due to
organic adsorption can be small if the 9org is very low. This can be
kept within the accuracy of the methodby keeping the concentration of
the organic low. The presence of specific adsorption is seen in the
difference in the magnitude of maximum adsorption at different concen-
trat ions.
5. Friction Method
(a) The Pendulum Method
Rehbinder and Wenstrom 35 claimed the existence of a relation
between the interfacial tension of the metal-electrolyte system and
the hardness or tensile strength of the metal surface. They measured
the logarithmic decrement of the oscillations of a Herbert pendulum
whose suspension is a small glass sphere about 0.5 mm. diameter resting
on the metal surface oovered by a drop of an electrolyte solution in
which a small luggin capillary and small platinum wire (counter elec-
trode) are dipping. Logarithmic decremeht of the oscillations is plotted
versus potential. These curves have a close similarity to the electro-
capillary curves on Hg. Frumkin 36 has pointed out that if the tension
on the metal is high in order to cause deformation of the surface and
_ _,_,,_._._._ _..._ pona1111_m_......... i_ made of _Eround _lass_ the decrement of
the oscillations observed is due to the hardness of the metal surface.
At the potential of zero charge the hardness is maximum. But if the
tension at the fulcrum is reduced and the ground glass ball is replaced
by a smooth one, then deformation of the metal is not caused and disper-
sion or deformation of the surface does not determine the decrement of
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the oscillations, but is determined by the external friction as shown
first by Bowden and Young. 37 Rehbinder and Wenstrom did not provide
any theoretical basis for the dependence of hardness on potential or
charge. Bockris and Parry-Jones B8 used a method similar to that of
Rehbinder and Wenstrom. However, they have shown that friction probably
determines the decrement of the oscillations of the pendulum and not
the hardness. This view has been supported by the measurements of
Bowden and Young, 37 and Staicopolous. B9 The friction between the two
surfaces is the function of the metal-solution potential difference.
On the basis of a physical picture, due to the presence of repulsion
of charges on the metal-solution interface the friction will be low.
As the charge decreases the repulsion decreases, and the friction in-
creases. At potential of zero charge the absence of charge causes the
friction to rise to a maximum and in some cases seizure of the metal
surfaces occurs. The p.d. across the metal solution interface thus
changes the friction between surfaces and probably not the hardness.
(b) The Angle of Inclination Method
The actual measurement of friction is possible as a function of
potential. Bowden, Barker and Young 35 have devised an ingenious method
for the measnrement of static friction as a function of potential. The
method in essence is as follows. A platinumwire was stretched'_aut in
a glass cell which could be freed of gases and filled with an electro-
lyte. There was a platinized platinum auxiliary electrode and a con-
nection for a reference electrode. The wire was provided with a cylindrical
platinum slider. The cell was mounted on a system so that the angle of
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inclination of the wire could be changed. The angle at which the
sliding occurs is a measure of the friction. _ = tan c(,/_ is the
static coefficient of friction and m_ is the angle of inclination.
This method for the determination of potential of zero charge of
various metals, is exceedingly promising. Even if the slider damages
the surface of the wire, it will not change the coefficient of fric_
35
tion. Direct measurement of friction is an added advantage. Also
.
slight impurities on the surface do not give high values of friction
(which is a very good indication of the extent of surface contamination).
With a similar apparatus and a high purity system potential of zero
charge can be measured accurately. This apparatus has not been used
except for the measurements made by Bowden and Young on platinum. The
method itself is very simple. The difficulties of the method: As yet
no direct theoretical correlatinn between friction and potential
difference across the metal-solution interface has been obtained. The
pendulum method suffers the drawback of presence of impurities and
easy contamination because very small quantities of solution are in-
volved. The second method of angle of inclination is no doubt promis-
ing but no experimental data have been obtained for metals other than
platinum with this method.
(a) Electrophoretic Mobilitz Measurements
The electrophoretic mobility of very thinwires has been
*Bowden and Young 35 got/_pt (at 0.3 volt) = 3._ and_p t (about 1 volt) =
0.7; with H2s covered wires, the friction was independent of potential.
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investigated to obtain potential of zero charge of platinum, tO Electro-
phoretic mobility measurement essentially consists of determining the
rate of motion of charged particles under the influence of a field
(potential gradient). The velocity of the thin wire is given by,
v :
when q--O_= O, where X is the field applied to the electrolytic solu-
tion, D dielectric constant of the medium. _ is the zeta potential,
is the intr_ic mobility. As the charge on the metal changes, the
direction of the movement of the wire changes. Thus, at potential of
zero charge no movement of wire would occur and on either side of it
the direction of the movement is different. First, the metal wire
must be very thin which is not always possible. Also the problem of
specific adsorption is involved. In the presence of specific adsorp-
tion when qm = o, _ _ o.
(b) Ultrasonic Method _2
In an acoustic field, due to the periodic distribution of charge,
a periodic change in potential (_ _ is set up. 41'42 For an electrode,
dq = C d E, q is the charge, C its capacity and E its potential in the
rational scale. As the work of distribution of the charges takes place
at the expense of the energy of the acoustic wave, so,
1
The work of redistribution is proportional to the energy of acoustic
waves.
I
,_A/_ = _0_= v AV
l
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where v is the volume element, V and I are velocity and intensity of
the acoustic waves. _ is the coefficient of transformation of sound
energy into electrical energy.
/_g = (2_I _v_,ll2
-- _Cm2V I
At potential of zero charge where capacity is a minimum and double
layer is diffuse in character one would get maximum _ _ (that is the
ultrasonic potential). The method has been speculatively suggested by
42
Kukoz and Kuko_. No experimental work has been carried out. Another
difficulty is that the objection is raised on the grounds of low Debye
effect. The above ahthors 42 claim that the field intensities inside
the hydration sheath of an ion and the double layer may differ con-
siderably in the magnitude.
7. Repulsion of Double Layers on Two Wires
A repulsive force between charged surfaces acts at distances of
the order of the effective _epth of the ionic atmosphere. Thus, the
liquid film will not rupture and molecular contact will not be estab-
lished between the two crossed metallic fibres if the external force
acting on them is less than the repulsive force barrier. The energy of
interaction per unit area u (H) is given by:
u (H) =
N is the force of repulsion between convex surfaces at the closest
approach, H, in the solution of the electrolyte G is the geometric
factor which depends only on the curvature and orientation of the
surfaces in the region of closest approach. For cylindrical fibres of
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radii rI and r2,
G = 2 __ sin @
Schematically the apparatus of Veropaeva, Deryagin and Kabanov 43 is
shown in the figure (4) below.
Each fibre could be charged to any desired potential. The fibres
of platinum were 300 ic_ in diameter. One of the fibres was attached to
am elastic torsion balance of phosphor bronze with a mirror and the
other to a moving part driven by a motor which could bring the fibre
close to the other. The two fibres rotate around a common axis to
avoid slippage of one past another. The whole apparatus was sealed in
a vessel. The apparatus was fully automated to record in" units of
force, as a function of potential. When the fibre attached to drive
the system was drawn close to the other fibre, a deflection in the
light beam shone on the mirror was caused. An arrangement was provided
to reverse the motion of the fibre at the instant of the contact
between the two fibres. The fibre attached to torsion balance keeps
on moving in the same direction as the fibre approaching it until the
two touch each other. The deflection caused thus gives a direct
measure of the force barrier. At potential of zero charge, there being
no charge on the metal, the repulsive force barrier is at minimum.
Figure 6. Thus it can be seen'that this method is also a good method to
obtain potential of zero charge of metals. The method is rather complex
and unless automated which involves a lot of instrumentatinn, is little
clumsy to work with. The solutions must be very dilute which means
little or no specific adsorption.
D
V. S_
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Potential of zero charge is one of the important electrochemical
characteristics of a metal. This point of view has been stressed with
the help of the rational scale of potentials. The next section deals
with the semi-empirical and theoretical attempts to relate potential
of zero charge with same of the properties of the metal. However, it
must be mentioned that potential of zero charge has been found to
depend upon the system to some extent and as yet there is no correlation
between the factors of the system and the experimental values of poten-
tial of zero charge. Among the methods of determination, the capacitance
method is the classical method. Friction method of Bowden and Yuung 35
seems to be promising along with the method of repulsion of double
layers _3 of two fibres. Dipping wire method of Jekuszewski is also
good. The organic adsorption method (Dahms and Green 32) and the
pendulum method 35'38'39 are fairly good. Values of potential of zero
charge are compiled in Table 5. It can be seen that the agreement of
the potential of zero charge values obtained by different methods
is not at all good. This means lots more work is needed under very
well defined conditions (Section IIl). There must be agreement
between the values obtained by several different methods. Also_ at
the present_ the theoretical correlations which exist are not very
satisfactory for the case of transition metals. Novakovskii, Ukshe and
Levin have omitted all of the transition metals from their treatment.
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TABLE 5
POTENTIAL OF ZERO CHARGE VALUES OF METALS
Metal PZC Method Ref.
Ag
A1
Au
Bi
Cd
Cr
Cu
.o8
.oh.
.o5
-.7
-.52
.3
.3
.3
-. 36
-.90
-. 70
-.68
-.75
-. 90
- .h.7
- .h.5
.i0
-.06
+ .07
- .03
Cataphoresis of suspended particles
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Electrode dipping
Wire stretching
Adsorption shift
Capacity measurements
Electrode dipping
Capacity measurement s
Hardness and friction
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Contact angle
Hardness and friction
Contact angle
Capacity measurements
Electrode dipping
Capacity measurements
44
4_
19
_5
28
h6
32
147
28
56
35
19
3.9
19
19
49
39
12
50
28
19
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
Metal PZC Method Ref.
Fe -.28
-.37
-.38
-. 85
Ga -I. 2
-.90
-.62
-.61
_g -.194
-.194
-.19
- .190
Ni .21
+.19
-.26
-.2 to -.35
-.33
Pb - .69
-.69
-.56
- .62
Pd +.2 to -.4
Adsorption threshold
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Contact angle
Capillary electrometer
Capillary electrometer
Contact angle
Capillary electrometer
Dropping Hg electrode
Contact angle
Capacity measurements
Work function
Electrode dipping
Polarization curves
Capacity measurement s
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Hardness and friction
Hardness and friction
Capacity measurements
51
46
19
52
2O
2O
53
24
2
54
53
2
3
28
55
19
52
56
48
38
38
19
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TABLE 5 (Continued)
Metal PZC Method Ref.
Pt .17
.29
.32
•27
-.5 to .35
•20
.2
Sn -.24
-.35
-.38
Te •51
.61
T1 -.69
-.82
Zn - .63
- .60
-.6o to -.68
-.55
Zeta potential
Hardness and friction
Hardness and friction
Contact angle
Capacity measurement s
Repulsion of D.L.
Ion adsorption
Hardness and friction
Capacity measurements
Electrode dipping
Hardness and friction
Hardness and friction
Hardness and friction
Capacity measurements
Hardness and friction
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
Capacity measurements
4o
38
37
24
19
43
57
38
38
28
38
35
35
56
35
19
52
58
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THE POTENTIAL SWEEP METHOD:
A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
S. Srinivasan and E. Gileadi
The Electrochemistry Laboratory
The University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
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APPENDIX II AII-I
A comparison is made of the current-time curve obtained by the
potential sweep method and of the potential-time curve obtained galvano-
statically. Limitations of the slow and of the fast potential sweep
technique, from the point of view of obtaining kinetic data or coverages
in the case of complex reactions (e.g., electroorganic oxidations) are
discussed. A detailed mathematical analysis of the method is carried
out for a charge transfer reaction of the type A- --_ A + eo. Three
cases which depend on the displacement of the reaction from equilibrium
are distinguished. Analytic expressions are derived for the current as
a function of potential, peak current and for the peak potential for
the cases of quasl-equilibrium and condition under which the reverse
reaction may be neglected. For the case where both forward and reverse
reactions have to be taken into account; a numerical analysis of the
dependence of current on potential is only possible. The capacity-
potential plots (capacity = current/sweep rate) are displaced to more
positive potentials with departure from equilibrium and the capacity
maxima decrease and reach a steady value for considerable departure
from equilibrium. The experimental results of Will and Knorr on the
adsorption of hydrogen and oxygen on Pt using the potential sweep
method serve to verify the present theory. _A)
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THEPOTENTIALSWEEPMETHOD:A THEORETICALNALYSIS
S. Srinivasau and E. Gileadi
The Electrochemistry Laboratory
The University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
INTRODUCTION
i. General
The potential sweep method is essentially an extension of polar-
ographic techniques, in which the potential of a system is controlled
externally and is ma@e to vary, usually at a constant rate. It has been
applied first as a triangular sweep method by Sevcik I and the corres-
ponding theory in cases where the reaction is partially or completely
controlled by diffusion has been given by Delahay. 2 Application of
the method for the study of adsorption of electrochemically active
intermediates (i.e. species which can be formed on the surface or
removed by steps involving charge transfer) has been made by Will and
Knott 3'4 who studied the adsorption of hydrogen and oxygen on noble metal
electrodes. These authors have derived relationships between the form
of the i-V curves observed experimentally and the sweep rate, and inter-
preted their results qualitatively in terms of the different degrees of
irreversibility of the hydrogen and oxygen desorption steps on these
metals.
Following the paper of Will and Knorr, the triangular sweep
method has been widely used for the study of anodic oxidation reactinns
AII-3
relevant to fuel cell technology. 4-12
2. Slow and Fast Potential Swee2
The potential sweep method as applied to anodic oxidation of
organic fuels, e.g., alcohols, 5-9 organic acids 8'9 and hydrocarbons II'12
should really be divided into two classes:
(a) The slow sweep method, with sweep rates in the range of
1 - 1OO mV/sec is a quasi-steady state method where it is hoped that
the rate of change of potential with time is slow enough for steady
state kinetics to be essentially established, while it is fast enough
so that impurities cannot accumulate on the electrode surface and
affect the current-potential relationship. The aim of such measurements
is to obtain current-potential relationships and evaluate the steady
state mechanism of the reactions concerned. The conclusions drawn from
slow potential sweep method can only be regarded valid if measurements
are compared over a wide range of sweep rate v = dV/dt and the observed
kinetic parameters are found independent of sweep rate. It may be
noted that the actual sweep rate required depends on the type of system
studied and its state of purity. Thus, applied to hydrogen evolution
studies on mercury in highly purified dilute solutions, a sweep rate as
high as a few vn] ts per second could probably be used_ while in the
study of ethylene oxidation on Pt in 1 N sulfuric acid at 80°C the
kinetic parameters were found to depend on sweep rate for v > 3 x 10-5
volt/Bec. 13
(b) The fast potential sweep method (v > i00 volt/sec) is a
transient method, to be compared with galvanostatic transients. It is
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used to measurethe concentration of adsorbed species on the electrode
surface and finds its best use in the determination of adsorbed inter-
mediates formed on the surface in a charge transfer process. 14,15 The
relationship between the V-t curve obtained at constant current and
the i-t curve obtained during a potential sweep measurement (at cons-
tant dV/dt = v) is seen by reference to the schematic diagrams in Fig. 1.
The experimentally observed V-t curve (Fig. la) can be changed into a
V-q curve (Fig. lb) simply by changing the units on the abscissa,
since at constant current
_ t2 idt = i(t 2 - tl) = q (1)
t1
where tI and t2 are times corresponding to the edges of the plateau 14
and q is the charge associated with the process of adsorption taking
place in this interval of time. The current-time relatinnship in Fig. lc
can similarly be transformed into a capacity-potential plot by simply
changing the units on both coordinates. Thus, since dV/dt = v = const
we can write
V - V i + vt (2)
Also, since in the region of adsorption the observed current is the
sum of the double layer charging current and a Faradaic current which
.__doea_aeitativ_ in nature we can write
i --cv (3)
where the effective capacity, C, of the interface is the sum of the
16
double layer capacity CD.L. and the adsorption pseudocapacity C_ .
Thus, the i-V curves obtained by the fast potential sweep method are
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equivalent to the differential of the V-t curves obtained galvanostat-
ically.
An apparent disadvantage of the potential sweep method is that
all three variables (i, V, t) change during a swe_, while in galvano-
static or potentiostatic transients the current or the potential re-
spectively is kept constant. However, during a potential sweep the
relationship between time and potential is regulated externally and the
system therefore has only one independent variable as in the other two
cases.
3. Measurement of Adsorption of Organic s
Fast potential sweep transients have been used extensively for
the determination of the partial coverage @ of electrode by organic
compound (e.g., methanol, 17 ethylene 18 or propane 18) which maybe used
as fuels in electrochemical energy converters. The main assumptions
made in this application are that:
(a) The rate of oxidation of the organic present on the surface
at the start of the transient is fast compared to the rate of diffusion,
so that no appreciable adsorption from the bulk phase occurs during the
transient.
(b) The overall reaction during_ the transient is the same as
that occurring during steady state (even though the mechanism does not
necessarily have to be the same).
(c) The reactant and any intermediates formed can only be
removed from the surface by complete oxidation.
(d) At the end of the transient the electrode surface is free
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of organic molecules or radicals of any kind.
(e) The double layer capacity as well as the adsorption
pseudocapacity associated with formation of an oxide layer on the elec-
trode surface are not affected substantially by the presence of the
organic on the surface.
Of the five points mentioned above only the first and the
fourth can be tested experimentally. Readsorption during the transient
can be eliminated if the sweep rate is in excess of ca. 200 volt/sec in
the case of methanol. 6'17 Also, if the sweep is continued to high
enough potentials so that the current observed in solutions containing
the organic coincided with the blank current observed in purified solu-
tion through which only nitrogen is bubbled, one may conclude that the
electrode surface is free of any organic species. The validity of the
other assumptions is questionable and a substantial error of unknown
magnitude may be _troduced.
In a recent theoretical study 15 of the effect of current density
on the @ - V and C_ - V relationship observed in galvanostatic trans-
ients it was shown that the partial coverage @ and the pseudocapacity C_
can depend very strongly on the magnitude of the oonstant current used.
At relatively low current densities a parallel shift occurs and the curves
SO that, e.g., the points oorresponding to @ = 0.5 or C_ = C_(max)
coincide. At high current densities, however, the _ of these curves
is also altered and bear no simple relationship to the functional
dependence of @ and C_ on V relevant to steady state. In view of the
similarity between galvanostatic and potential sweep measurements
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"discussed above (cf. Fig. l) an increase in sweep rate would have an
effect similar to an increase in current da_sity. This was, in fact,
observed experimentally 3 and can be predicted theoretically, as will
be sho_n below.
THEORETICAL DERIVATION
1. Assumptions
In the following we shall consider a simple charge transfer
process of the type
k1
A-k_._A + e I
giving rise to an adsorbed species A. The rates of both forward and reverse
reactions will be assumed to be activation controlled, with no limitation
by mass transfer. It will also be assumed that the adsorbed species
cannot be removed from the surface except by ionization according to
reaction (I) in the potential range considered.* The concentration of
the reactant A" in the outer Helmholtz plane will be assumed to be
unity and essentially independent of the metal-solution potential differ-
ence and the corresponding term will be omitted from the following
equations for simplicity. Diffuse double layer effects will be neglected
so that the potential drop across the Helmholtz layer will differ from
*This is equivalent to the quasi-equilibrium assumption for a fast
ion discharge step followed by a slow rate-determining step in which
the adsorbed species are removed at a rate negligible in comparison
with the exchange rate of their formation and ionization in the first,
quasi-equilibrium step.
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the potential applied between the test and the reference electrode by a
constant.
A case of practical interest corresponding to this model will
be the deposition and ionization of atomic hydrogen and of -OH radi-
cals on noble metals in the region of thermodynamic stability of water
(i.e. at potentials anodic to the reversible hydrogen evolution poten-
tial and cathodic to the reversible oxygen evolution potential in the
solution studied). These reactions have been studied extensively by
Will and Knott 3'4 who were the first to introduce the triangular poten-
tlal sweep method as applied for adsorption measurements. Reaction (I)
which will be analyzed below is comparable with the reaction
oH-_---o_+ e (If)
studied by Will and Knorr 3'_ and thus it will be possible to compare
the results calculated here directly with experiment.
2. Anodic Sweep
a. _Re_actlon_at__Q_s!-_E_ilibrlum
We start by considering the simplest case of a highly revers-
ible adsorption step.
The Faradaic current (iF) is expressed as
iF = _ (1-@)e _wl= - k_z9e'(Z"ff)VFIn (4)
where kl, k.l are the forward and reverse specific rate constants whsn
the metal-solution potential difference V = O, and 9 is the partial
surface coverage by A. During a transient both V and 9 change with
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time. Our assumption for this case may be written as:
_ (1._)e (_)
and <<k-1oe (6)
This case is then analogous to that of a charge transfer reac-
tion, considered to be virtually in equilibrium preceding the rate-
. . 16,19,20
determining step. The latter has been dealt with prevlousAy
and expressions for the variation of the adsorption pseudocapacity sad
coverage with potential were derived. Under these conditions, equation
(_) may be rewritten as
o = kI (1-,e _/_ - k_l o e-(1-/_)Vt'/_ (7)
i.e. ol(1-O)= h _-I_ (8)
where k1
K1 :_ (9)
hence
K e_/_ Ie10 -- 1 (10)
1 + ':1 eV_/= : e"W/_ + K1
The net Faradaic current may also be expressed as
dO (n)5 '=k d_
where k is the charge required to form a monolayer of adsorbed inter-
mediates according to reaction (I).
From equation (lO)
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d9 KI F e-VF/RT
• -- " V (12)
Since V = Vi + vt where V i is the initial potential, v the sweep rate
and V is the potential at time t. Combining equations (ii) and (12)
KI
iF =_ • (e_VF/RT+ K1)2
• v (13)
It may be noted that the expression multiplying v on the right
hand side of equation (12) is that for the adsorption pseudocapacity,
as derived by Bockris and Kita. 20 The total current is given by
i = iF + iD,L (14)
In the range of potential where adsorption takes place and @A goes
from O.O1 to 0.99 it may be assumed that
_D,L<< _F (15)
i ---__F (l_)
From equation (13) and (15), it folbws that at a constant potential,
the current is proportional to the sweep rate. Further, at a constant
sweep rate, the current is proportional to the adsorption pseudocapac-
ity for this case.
Determination of peak current and potential: The condition
for maximum in i - t curve is
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d2Q
or 0
dt 2-
By differentiating equation (12) we find
(17)
d2---._0 Kl(_) 2 e'VF/_(e'VF/_ , E1)2 - 2e-2VF/RT(e-VF/_, El)
dr2 = (e'w/Rz + K1)4
= E1 (_)2 e.VF/_ [ e'VF/_(e'vF/_*KZ*'KS)_2e-vF/_T I
by
_ E1 (_)2 -VF/RT[ KI" e-_/Rm -I
e L(e'VF/_ + KI)3j (18)
The potential VM corresponding to peak current is thus given
VM =- _/F lnK]. (19)
Using equation(19) in (13), the peak current is given by
_,M = (kFI_RT)•v (20)
For this case, the pe_ current is dlrectlyproportlonal to
the sweep rate whereas the peak potential is independent of v. The
quantity (kF/4RT) is the maximum adsorption pseudocapacity under the
assumed conditions which was derived prevlously_In a different
manner l6,19, 20
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b. Reverse Reaction Neglected
Here we consider a highly irreversible reaction proceeding at a
net rate nearly equal to its forward rate. For brevity this case will
be referred to below as the "Tafel approximation."
Under these conditions, equation (4) reduces to
or in differential form
The current
6VF/RT
--h (i-9)e (21)
d_ _'vFt_ i _"F/_ dg-at -kle (i-9) -_
will reach a maximumwhen
d9 (l-O)_v_l_
(22)
(23)
Combining equations (ii) and (2B) we find for the peak current
iF,M = (l'_)_ v (24)
The. potential VM corresponding to peak current can be obtained by
combining equations (21) and (24) as
RT k___F ErvM=._--_L,, + _ in v (25)
i #
The peak current may be expressed differently by malting use of equa-
tion (21) in the form
d@k -_ =kI (1-0)e_VFI_
Substituting the value of V from equation(2) and rearranging we have
(26)
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whence
kZ SViF/r_ _vtF/_
- d in (i-@) =-_- e e dt (27)
-in(l-9)kl R_ _ViF/m IS_F/RT
=-_ • -_-_ e e + B (28)
The constant of integration B is evaluated from the boundary condition
9 = 0 at t = 0 and its value introduced into equation (28) to give
- in(1-9) _l RT e_ViF/RT(e_FIR_ l) (29)
- k _vF
Combining equations (2), (21) and (29) we find
]k _vF e e -1 + _VF/RT (30)
Equation (30) is of fundamental importance in that it represents the
current-potential relationship, independent of @ and time under condi-
tions when only the rate in the forward direction need be considered.
It may be noted that a linear Tafel plot with the correct slope of
b = RT/_F is only predicted under certain conditions, when the second
term on the r.h.s, of equation (30) is negligible in comparison with
the third. The deviations from this slope will depend on the sweep
rate. Under limiting conditions, when the exponent in the square
bracket in equation (SO) can be linearized, straight Tafel plots can
To find _,M we can use equatimn (30) with V = VM and sub-
stitute the value of VM from equation (25).
klR_ PViF/_
in iF, M : in (_ v) + (_ e - i) (31)
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For the conditions assumed in this section we may write
kI RT e _ViF/_
Equation (31) then becomes
or
_,M = - " ve (34)
The[,peak current is again found to be proportional to the sweep rate
with an apparent adsorption pseudocapacity of
C_,M ( 1 k_F k Fapp.) = _-_ _ 5.43 i_
(32)
(33)
(35)
(_ assumed to be 0.5) as compared to the value of k'F/4RT under quasi-
equilibrium conditions (cf. equation 20). Comparison of the two equa-
tions obtained in this section for _,M (equations 24 and 34) shows that
the value of the coverage corresponding to peak current is given by
1
1 - @ =- ' @ = 0.63 (36)
e ' '
In the quasi-equilibrium case, the adsorption pseudocapacity reaches a
maximum when @ = 0.50.
c. General case
In this section the more general case will be considered for
which quasi-equilibrium in reaction (I) cannot be assumed and both
forward and reverse reaction rates must be considered°
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Equation (4) maybe rewritten in the form:
pw/_T #VF/_T -(1-(_)w/n)
iF = kI e - ¢ (kI e + k l e • (37)
From equation (37)
Q N
kI eBv_/_' + k.I e:(i-_)_/ttm
i F
k 1 ePVF/l_ + k_l e-(I'_)VF/RT
k 1 i F
k1 + k_l e"vFIRT k1 e__/RT + k_l e'(l'"_)VFI RT
d_= _ 1%k.1 e'Wl_ v dT
dt aT (h. + K1 e %_e + k_z e"
(38)
+iv
F
kz epV_/mC_F/_) - k_l (1-p)Fil_ e"(1 - _)_/n
[,<.,_ + o (39)
d_ F i%itl v e-(l-jO)_/m
dt I _ _ + k 1 e -_l_l l + i F
--_k e_VF/_ (kl+ k.l e'VF/_)
+ k_l e'VFI R_I
(_o)
This differential equation cannot be solved analytically. Num-
erical solutions may, however, be obtained for chosen values of the
parameters kl, k l and v. Alternatively equation (37) may be used to
obtain numerical relationships between _, V and v for any values of
kI and k_l.
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NUMERICALCOMPUTATIONS
i. Reaction at Quasi-Equilibrium
As in the above theoretical derivation three cases should be
distinguished here. The quasi-equilibrium case corresponding to v --_ 0
has been calculated previousl_ h,16,19,20 and is shown in 'Figures h and 5
for the sake of comparison. The current density at any potential is
proportional to the sweep rate (equation 13) and the proportionality
14,16,19,20
factor is the adsorption pseudocapacitance as derived previously.
The peak current is proportional to the sweep rate (equation 20) and its
position on the potential scale is independent of wweep rate (equation 19).
Since the process considered above (I) is an adsorption-desorption process
and all the Faradaic current is pseudocapacitative in nature (cf. equa-
tion ll), it is best to plot the apparent observed adsorption pseudo-
capacity C = 1/v as a function of the potential and consider the dependence
of the shape of this curve and its position on the V axis on the sweep
rate v. Taking then a value of k = 160 #AC/cm 2 the peak capacity in the
quasi-equilibrium case is CM = 1.6 x lO3/bbF/cm 2. Lower peak values are
obtained when the equilibrium in step (I) is disturbed as will be shown
below.
2. Reverse Reaction Neglected
In this case an analytical solution can be derived (equation 30).
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the C-V plots on sweep rate over a wide
range. The peak current is independent of sweep rate as expected (equa-
tion 34) and the peak capacity has a value of
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c = _ 5- iRTkF_ 1.18x 103/ F/cm2 (41)
M i
for _ = 0._ as compared to a value of kF/_BT for the quasi-equilibrium
case discussed above.
The curves in Fig. 2 may all be superimposed by shifting them
in parallel along the V axis to an extent of 2.3 x 2RT/F per decade
increase in sweep rate. Such behavior was also predicted qualitatively
previously as a first approximation for galvanostatic transients (cf.
Fig. 2 in ref. 15).
3. Gsneral Case
(a) Effect of ste_p s_iz_e
Equation (37) was used to obtain numerically the C-V relation-
ships for chosen values of the rate constants kI and k l as a function
of sweep rate. The procedure here is as follows. At t = 0 when V = Vi
it is assumed that 9 = O and _ is calculated from equation (37). This
value of iF is used to obtain @ at a slightly higher potential V =
Vi + _/iV,making use of the relationship i = k(d@/dt) = kv(d@/dV)
(equation ii). The value of @ obtained in this manner is used in
equation (37).to obtain a new value of _, and so forth. The results
of this type of calculatinn depend on the size of the steps used. How-
ever, below a certain step size the effect becomes insignificant. In
Fig. 3 a plot of C-V is shown for v = i volt/sec., kI = iO-II and k.l = i
for 50, i0 and i mV step sizes. The position of the maximum is not
affected but the curves are narrower and higher for larger step size.
In all subsequent calculations a step size of 0.i mV was used which,
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according to Fig. 3 would give the true C-V relationship to better
than
(b) Pseudocapacit_y-p_9t ent ial_plo_ts
Figures 4 and 5 show calculated C-V curves .for E1 = i0"Ii;
k l = i and kI --10"7; k l = 104 respectively, for a range of sweep rates
v = I0 "3 - i0 3 volt/sec. (The quasi-equilibrium case is included for
comparison. ) At first the peak capacity decreases and the shape of the
curves changes with increasing sweep rate. At higher sweep rates a parallel
shift in the C-V curves without change in shape is observed. In Fig. 4,
the curves for v >110"2 volt/sec, are identical to those obtained in Fig.
2 for the "Tafel" case for the same values of _ and v. Qualitatively
similar behavior is observed in Fig. 5. Here, however, the equilibrium
conditions are not substantially effected until a sweep rate of I0 volt/sec
is reached and the peak height becomes independent of sweep rate only at
v _ 10 2 volt/sec. It may, therefore, be concluded that the equilibrium
in the adsorption-desorption process is disturbed to an extent depending
on for r  otlonor 4
step. A certain degree of arbitrariness remains in the choice of Vi,
the potential at which a transient is started. The deviations from
quasi-equilibrlum would better be defined in terms of the ratio (ki/v)
exp (_ ViF/RT ) which will only depend on the intrinsic properties of the
system and on the applied sweep rate.
Figure 6 shows plots of VM, the peak potential, vs. the logarithm
of the sweep rate for two values of kI and k l. The horizontal section
of the curve represents a region of sweep rate in which the equilibrium
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in the adsorption-desorption step is not substantially disturbed. The
limits of this region dependon both _ and k.1 , but are more sensitive
to the variations in k1. The curves in Fig. 6 are superimposable, and
are shifted one decade in sweep rate per decade increase in k1 or per
two decades increase in k.1. At high sweep rates VM varies linearly with
log v as expected from equatinn (25) for the "Tafel approximation."
Between the region where the reverse reaction may be neglected ("Tafel
approximation") and where the quasi-equilibrium assumption is essentially
valid, there is only a small range of sweep rates (less than two decades)
where the complete equation (37) must be employed. Thus the experimental
results may in general be analyzed either in terms of the quasi-equillbrium
assumption or in terms of the limiting "Tafel approximation," both of
which can be treated analytically.
In the range where the Tafel approximation applies equation (25)
!_ and the specific rate constantmay be used to obtain the symmetry factor i.
kI from the slope and the intercept of the VM-lOg v plot respectively.
This may be combined with the equilibrium constant obtained from VM in
the quasi-equilibrium range (equation 19) to obtain k.1 , the specific
rate constant for the reverse reaction. The latter may also be obtained
by studying the effect of sweep rate on VM for cathodic sweeps.
4. Comparison with Experiment
Of the numerous papers in which the potential sweep technique has
been applied, only few have considered the effect of sweep rate on the
results. In the original papers of Will and Knorr 3'4 a detailed experimen-
tal study of the sweep rate effect is reported. The reactions studied by
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these authors (hydrogen and oxygen adsorption and ionization on noble
metal electrodes) are of the general type considered here (reaction I)
and some of their results will be analyzed below with the aid of the
equatinns derived in the present paper.
The plots of the peak potential VM vs. log v for hydrogen and
oxygen adsorption and ionization on Pt (Fig. 16 and 18 in ref. 3) are
qualitatively the same as those calculated here (cf. Fig. 6). For
hydrogen the adsorption-desorption equilibrium is not detectably dis-
turbed up to a sweep rate of a few volts per sec. For oxygen the equil-
ibrium is disturbed already at the lowest sweep rate (v = O.1 volt/sec.)
studied. Moreover, the hydrogen adsorption step is seen to be more re-
versible than the hydrogen ionization step on Pt.
The slope of these lines is given according to equation (25) as
dV /dlogv= 2.3
irrespective of the specific rate constant for the reaction considered.
For hydrogen ionization the average slope observed is O.11 V and for
oxygen it is 0.055 V with a rather large scatter around these values.
This is consistent with the fact that hydrogen and oxygen adsorption
represent one and two electron quasl-equilibria respectively.
A plot of log i_ _,vs. log v (Fig. 17 and 19 in Ref. 3) is prae-
a& ,&'A
tically linear, with a slope of unity as expected according to equations
(20) and (3_).
It is noted that the system studied by Will and Knorr 3 is more
complicated than the simple charge transfer adsor_tlon step analyzed
mathematically here (step I) on account of the" possible absorption of
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hydrogen and oxygen in the metal lattice. Thus, the persistence of two
hydrogen peaks even on single crystal platinum electrodes has been inter-
21
preted as being due to part of the hydrogen being adsorbed in interstitial
positions below the outer layer of metal atoms. Direct evidence for the
absorption and diffusion of hydrogen in Pt at room temperature has
recently been obtained 22 and the absorption of both hydrogen and oxygen
in Pt at room temperature has b_mst_sted 23 on the basis of transient
measurement s.
CONCLUSIONS
The application of the potential sweep or triangular sweep method
to organic oxidation and adsorption studies are discussed. A clear dis-
tinction between "slo_' and "fast" sweeps is made. The relation between
galvanostatic and fast potential sweep transients is discussed and the
limitations of both for the determination of coverage by organic species
are pointed out. It is concluded'.that meaningful results can only be
obtained by this method if in each system studied the effect of sweep
rate is measured over a wide range and a suitable value of the sweep
rate is chosen.
A detailed mathematical analysis of the current potential tran-
simple adsorption step involving charge transfer assuming Langmuir
.
conditions. The general equations and two limiting cases are developed.
*The treatment can be extended to cases where the apparent standard free
energy of adsorption changes substantially with coverage (Temkin con-
ditions). Under such conditions only numerical solution can be obtained,
however.
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Numerical analysis of the general equations shows that they are applicable
only over a narrow range of sweep rates of less than two decades. Thus
in most practical cases an analysis by either the quasi-equilibrium or
the "Tafel" approximation may be applied. The mode of variation of the
peak potential VM with sweep rate can serve as an indication of the type
of equation to be used in any situation.
The extent to which equilbrium in the adsorption-desorption step
is disturbed depends on the sweep rate and on the specific rate constants
for the reaction concerned. Beyond a certain sweep rate (the numerical
value of which depends on the nature of the reaction studied) the shape
of the i - V curves becomes independent of sweep rate but the curves
shift to higher potentials with increasing sweep rate. Similar behavior
has been predicted previousl 15 on the basis of a qualitative argument
for galvanostatic transients.
Good agreement is obtained between the equations derived here
and the experimental results reported by Will and Knorr B for hydrogen
and oxygen adsorption on Pt electrodes. Complications due to absorption
of hydrogen and possibly oxygen in the metal may give rise to some of
the deviations from theoretical behavior observed.
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Figure i.
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Figure 6.
CAPTIONS TO FIGURES
Schematic diagrams relating galvanostatic and triangular
sweep tran_nts (a) v-i plot at constant current density;
(b) V-q plot calculated from (la); (c) i-t plot for trian-
bular sweep. (d) calculated C-V plot for triangular sweep.
Calculated pseudocapacity-potential plots for the "Tafel
approximation" case (_ = loll).
Step size effect in the numerical calculation for the
general case.
Calculated C-V plots for the general case kI = i0 "II, k l = i.
Sweep rate as indicated.
Same as Fig. 4 for _ = 10"7; k l = 104 .
Plots of the peak potential VM v__s.the logarithm of the
sweep rate.
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PROTON TRANSFER ACROSS DOUBLE LAYERS:
MECHANISM EVALUATION FROM ISOTOPIC EFFECTS
J. O'M. Bockris, S. Srinivasan and D. B. M_tthews
The Electrochemistry Laboratory
The University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
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SUMMARY
The separation factor depends sharply upon the mechanism of the
hydrogen evolution reaction. Conway's previous calculations contain
errors of principle, iCalculations on the basis of classical transition
state theory are reported: They consist essentially of the calculation
of force constants at the saddle point of potential energy-distance
diagrams for several alternative rate-determining steps in the hydrogen
evolution reaction. Correspondingly, the relevant partition function
ratios for corresponding isotopic situations have been calculated. An
essential difference in result of these calculations from previous
ones of the Japanese School is that the present calculations take account
of the stretching frequency of the 0-H bond in the activated state. The
separation factor calculated is thus reduced by about 6 times, and
allows consistence with a rate-determining proton discharge mechanism
upon metals for which the rate constant of the hydrogen evolution reaction
is low. Relations are deduced-_hich show that the separation factor
is a functimn of the fast reaction following a rate-determining step.
Quantum mechanical calculations of separation factors must be
made as corrections to the classical transition state calculations because
otherwise the zero point energy level of the activated state is neglected
(as was done by Christov). Experimental data reports the unexpected
dependence of the separation factor for metals having low rate constants
for the hydrogen evolution reaction upon potential. It is shown that
explanations in terms of only classical proton transfer rates are
improbable. Correspondingly, the variation of the rate of proton transfer
with potential is shown to be highly independent of assumptions con-
cerning barrier width, and therefore degree of barrier penetration,
within certain ranges of the parameters of barrier height and barrier
width. The temperature dependence of the separation factor is also
not a sensitive criterion for the degree of barrier penetration in
proton transfer. It is shown, however, that the dependence of the
separation factor on potential is a particularly sensitive indication
of degree of barrier penetration for protons.
The barrier width and height are calculated with the assumption
of an Eckart type barrier by solving quantum mechanical equations which
relate the rate to the change of potential; to the absolute value of
...... _^" facto ; --
potential. In this way, the most probable value of the barrier width
and height upon mercury for the proton discharge reaction from O.1 N
acid solutions is shown to be _ _ and l_ Kcal mole "l. Utilizing these
parameters, the quantum mechanical correction factors for the separa-
tion factor are calculated. Utilizing these values, it is possible to
associate the well known alternative paths for the hydrogen evolution
AIII-2
reaction with certain separation factors. Hence, identification of
mechanisms can rapidly be made with a few experimentally simple measure-
ments of H-T separation factor concentrations.
The barrier penetration fraction of the proton transfer rate on
mercury in O.1 N HC1 at room temperature m_y amount to about 70_ of the
total current at an overpotential of 1V. An important corollary of
these calculations is that the barriers assumed in earlier theoretical
work in electrode processes _ve been too narrow. Probable barriers
would have to be at least 4 A. Such conclusions are consistent with
recent views on the existence of a water layer on electrodes as an
essential constituent of the double layer structure.
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PROTON TRANSFER ACROSS DOUBLE LAYERS:
MECHANISM EVALUATION FROM ISOTOPIC EFFECTS
J. O'M. Bockris, S. Srinivasan and D. B. Matthews
The Electrochemistry Laboratory
The University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 1910_
Most methods used to determine the mechanism of electrolytic
hydrogen evolution involve work at the steady state in the low current
density range and thus cannnt be applied to metals which enter mixed
potential reactions with the solution. 1 The separation fact_ method 2
avoids this difficulty. It depends on a theoretical analysis of the
separation factors expected from the various mechanisms. Previous
calculations 3"8 have been discrepant; tunneling effects have been neg-
lected.
The aim of this paper is to give a theoretical analysis of sepa-
ration factors associated with proton transfer and related mechanisms of
the pasaage of hydrogen across a metal-solution boundary, 9"ll and to
12
assess numerically the neglected effects of tunneling.
CLASSICAL EVALUATION OF SEPARATION FACTORS
ratio of activities of isotopic oxonium ions) gives large isotope effects
due to neglect of zero point energy differences of the isotopic activated
complexes. Since the calculation procedure by Horiuti et al. 3-7 minimizes
the calculation of partition functions of species in solution, the same
approach was adopted in the present work.
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STEPS IN METHOD OF CLASSICAL CALCULATION
(i) Expression for separation factor
The hydrogen-tritium separation factor is defined by the equa-
tion
(l)
where (CH/0T)g and (CH/CT) s are the ratios of atomic concentrations of
hydrogen to tritium in the gas phase and in solution, respectively. The
ratio (_/CT)g is equal to twice the ratio of the velocities of H2 and
HT evolution since _2 > > _" Using this relation ST may be expressed
by
ST : nTT • _T " fH20'g " KT (2)
for all mechanisms, except when the diffusion of molecular hydrogen away
from the electrode is the rate-determining step. For a linked discharge-
electrochemical desorption mechanism,
1 1 1
+ -- (3)
- SEI
where SDi s and SE1 are given by expressions of the form (2). In equa-
tions (2_. n = 1/2 fo_- _._ _1_w discharge _=_._4_ r_l _^_ _ ^_^-
mechanisms, _ "fT is the ratio of tunneling correction factors, _H/_T
is the partition function ratio of the isotopic activated complexes for
the particular step considered, fHT0,g/fH20,g is the partition function
ratio of the HT0 and H20 molecules in the gas phase and _ is the equil-
ibrium constant for the reaction
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H2ox + _Og _ _o_ ÷ H2Og (4)
in equation (3), SDi s refers to an expression of the form of (2) for
the discharge step and SEI to the electrochemical desorption step.
Thus, the calculations consist of (a) calculation of the force
constants at the saddle point of the reactions constituting assumed rate-
determining steps and (b) the quantum mechanical penetration and reflec-
tion of the barrier. The f_O,g/fH20,g ratio can be calculated from
spectroscopic data of the ErO and H20 molecules in the gas phase; the KT
value is known experimentally.
(ii) Partition function ratio of isotopic water molecules in
gasphase(f_o,#%20,g):
This ratio is given by
3
c O)3/ °
- • " _ 1/2 _sinh(h _l/Z_)_ofH20, g _-ErO mH20 (IAIBIc)H20 " .
(5)
Spectroscopic data, necessary for the calculation of fHTO/fH20, were
obtained from the work of Libby. 14 This value is 289.54. Together
with the experimental value of ET,
K. • _g = 316.46
.L fH20,g
(6)
(iii) Partition function ratios ,of ,isotopic activated complexes
for the slow discharge mechanism (_/fT#):
It is assumed that the activated complex H20---H---M (or its
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isotopic analogue) is similar to a linear triatomic molecule (Fig. i-
given by
= • • __ C7)
_T _ fr,T _vib,T
' r ib
vibrational contributions respectively of the indicated species.
(a) Translational partition function ratio (_,H/_,T):
The activated complex may be regarded as immobile, i.e. the
translational partition function ratio is unity. Even if restricted
translational motion occurred, there is only a negligible isotope effect,
since the heavy metal atoms form a part of the isotopic activated com-
plexes. Translational motion: in two dimensions by H30+ is not relevant.
A small isotope effect arises due to the restricted rotation of
the isotopic activated complexes about the two axes, through the center of
gravity of the activated complex, mutually perpendicular to the axis of
the molecule. The partition function ratio due to this restricted rota-
tinn is given by
_r,H sinh2h _T/2kT
Since the observed librational frequencies are small (e.g., for
water 600 cm"I) and are inver_ly proportinnal to the square roots of
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the corresponding momentsof inertia, then
Z
where _ and I_ are the moments of inertia of the H and T activated
complexes about axes perpendicular to the axis of the molecule and
through their respective centers of gravity.
partition function ratio is
(9)
The calculated rotational
_rH
o.962
(c) Vibrational partition function ratio (_vib,H/_vib,T):
(zo)
The suffices s and b stand for stretching and bending frequencies
respectively.
It may be shown that for linear traiatomic molecules with H
(or its isotopes) as the central atom and heavy end atoms (in our case
the metal atom and H20 ) that
(n)
vib,T
which is given by
For a linear triatomic molecule, there are four degrees of
vibrational freedom. Since one of these is imaginary for the activated
complex, three frequencies are to be cnnsidered in calculating the
vibrational partition function ratio of the isotopic activated complexes,
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_T 2 _ 1(v-_)b= = _ (z2)
where (mH/mT) is the ratio of the mass of the H atom to that of the
T atom. In addition, since bending frequencies are generally small,
we may assume that
si_2(hW_)Se)b _---m__--1 (13)
si_2(hW_/Ze)b m_ 3
For the calculation of the stretching vibrational frequencies,
it is necessary to solve the secular equation:
(14)
where _l is the force constant for the stretching of the bond between
mI and m2, k22 is the force constant for the stretching of the bond
between m2 and m3 and kl2 is a coupling constant. _ is given by the
expression
A : 4T12p2 (15)
Equation (14) is obtained by setting up the expressions for the poten-
tial energy, kinetic energy sad then by using Lagrange's equations of
motion. In order that the force constants for the activated complex
may be determined, it is necessary to express the potential energy as
a function of the two variable distances r1 and r2. From the table of
values of V as a function of rI sad r2, which is obtained by a computer
calculation, the reaction path and the coordinates, _l sad r2#, at the
saddle point may be determined. The force constants are obtained by a
Azzz-9
 rz2)rl= rcalculation of the respective second derivatives i.e. (_ 2V/
2
(_ 2/_r2)r2=r _ and (_ _/; rI _r2)rl=r_,r2=r _ ]of the potential energy
I
at the saddle point. This method of calculation is the same as that
used by Eyrimg et 81.16 Three such calculations were carried out for
the slow discharge mechanism, varying the percentage coulombic-exchange
energy ratios in the Heitler-London expression for the potential energy
of a three atom system. 16 The results of such calculations are shown
in Table i. It may be seem from this Table that the variations in
percentage coulombic energy have little influence on the real stretching
frequencies of the activated complexes.
The importance of the effect of the stretching frequency to
the isotope effect, is seen from the present calculations. Kodera et al.6,7
considered only the effect of the bending frequencies of the activated
complexes and as a result obtained high separation factors for this
mechanism. By the inclusion of the effect of stretching frequencies,
the partition function ratios of the activated complexes are considerably
lower - hence also the separation factors - than that calculated by the
Japanese workers.
This conclusion has also recently been stated, apparently inde-
pendently, by Conway and Salomon. 17. These workers obtained higher
values for the ratio of partition functions of the isotopic activated
complexes (and hence separation factors) in some cases, than those ob-
tained in the present work due to an incorrect choice of the relevant
*However, the existence of the importance of the stretching frequency
was indicated by the present a_thors to Professor Conway at a dis-
cussion on 14 October 1962.
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TABLE i. FORCE CONSTANT (k's), STRETCHING VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES (u2's),
P_mo_ _cTio_ios(_/f__ f_/f_)oFiso_oHc
AC_IVA_co_xEsFOR_ SLOWDISC_IAR0_=C_SM
Parameter Calculation number
l 2 3
P 1 (%) 2o 5
P2 (_) 20 5
(_) _.o5 1.o5
r2_(_) 3.4o 2.92
E_ (kcal mole "l) 2 6
kll (kcal mole "l _-2) 688.6 635.1
k22 (kcal mole -1 X-2) - 3.9 - 12.7
kl2 (ko_ ,_ole"l _-2) 0 0
oos (am-Z) 2906 2773
uJ D (cm -l) _11o 2Ol5
_OT (am'l) _763 1686
COH_ (cm-1) 52 i 90 i
cOD_(_'l) 5O i 88 i
_(_-i) 50i 89i
sinhCh_D/2_),
_inh(h4H12_)',_ o.1465 o.16o5
sinh(h _)T/2_) s O.0633 O.0725
sinh(h _H/2kT) s
(fH_/fD_) lO2 7.2o7 7.897
(fH_l_)lO2 2.030 2.3_5
39
3
1.05
3.30
654.8
- 1o.6
o
282O
2048
171_
8_
83
81
0.1552
0.0672
7.636
2.155
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force consta.u_s necessary for the solution of the secular equations.
These force constants were not calculated but chosen only by analogy of
the activated complex with similar molecules in the ground state. It
was assumed that the O-H stretching frequency in the activated state
is quite small. However, our detailed potential energy calculations,
varying the percentage coulombic energy, showed consistently high values
of force constants for the stretching of the O-H bond. It is, thus, the
opinion of the present authors that the higher partition function ratios
obtained by Conway and Salomon are due to the assumptions of a low force
constant for the O-H bond in the activated state. Calculations for a dual
site adsorption model on similar limes made by these workers showed some-
what lower partition function ratios than those obtained in the present
work, due to the greater number of vibrational modes for this model.
C!_!8S!CAL SEPARATION FACTORS FOR THE VARIOUS MECHANISMS.
Using equations (6) and (I0) along with the partition function
ratios of the activated complexes found in Table 1 in equation (2), the
classical value of the separation factor for the slow discharge mechanism
may be obtained. The classical separation factors (both H-D and H-T)
for all other mechanisms, calculated in a similar manner, along with that
for the slow discharge mechanism are given in Table 2. For the calcu-
lations of the partition function ratios of isotopic activated compleaes
for the slow electrochemical and slow recombination mechanisms, the acti-
vated complexes were treated as linear pseudo tetra atomic and symmetrical
trapezium shaped molecules. Figure 1 shows the models for these acti-
vated complexes. As in the case of the slow discharge mechanism, the
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TABLE 2
THEORETICAL SEPARATION FACTORS FOR THE DIFFERE_ MECHANISMS
AS CALCUIAT_D IN PRESENT INVESTIGATION
Mechanism
Separation
factors
excluding
tunneling
corrections
Separation
factors
including
tunneling
corrections
sD
Slow-discharge fast-recombination
Slow-discharge fast-electrochemical
(in equilibrium)
Linked-discharge electrochemical
(either rate-determining)
(i) Coulcmbic energy i00_ for all
interactions
(ii) Coulombic energy 20% for M-H and
H+-OH 2 15_ for H-H interactions
Fast-discharge slow-recombination
(i) m(_i.Ni = 3.52 _)
(ii) Pt(Spt_pt = 2.77 X)
Fast-discharge slow-electrochemical
interactions
(ii) Coulombic energy 20% for Ni-H and
H+-0H2 15_ for H-H interactions
Slow molecular hyarogen diffusion
2.4 3.4
3.8 6.2
3.4 5.4
3.6 5.7
8.3 19.8
3.0 14.6
3.8 6.2
4.1 7.0
4.4 7.5
5.8 13.0
5.5 ll.l
9.l 23.o
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saddle point was located from the table of values of the potential
energy as a function of the variable distances. The potantial energy
surface generated from one typical calculation is shown in Fig. 2. The
saddle point is represented by a dot on the figure.
QUA_TAL CORRECTION TO CLASSICAL SEPARATION FACTOR CALCULATION
THE NEED FOR QUANTUM MECHANICAL CORRECTION
to the classical theory of reaction rates, _H (or _T)According
in equation (2), is zero for the reacting particles with energy less than
the activation energy (E#) and is equal to unity for particles with energy
greater than _. Quantum mechanically, it is possible for _ to have a
finite value for particles with energy less than E# and also to have a
value less than unity for particles with energy greater than E#. The
net contribution of this non classical penetration and non classical
reflection is expressed by the so-called tunneling correction factor,
TH (or_T). The magnitude of _ depends on the dimensions of the
energy barrier for the reaction and also on the mass of the particle being
transferred. For hydrogen atom or ion transfer (or its isotopes) _ may
have appreciable values depending on the height and width of the one
dimensional normal mode along_ the reaction coordinate.
It is necessary to see how the tunnel effects introduce only a
correction to the classical rate. The quantum mechanical rate for the
proton discharge is given by
iq'l = kl CH30+JE W(E) e" dE (16)
o
AIll-l_
where _ is a frequency factor, W(E) is the probability of proton tunnel-
ing at energy level E and Eo is the zero point energy for the stretching
of the H+-OH2 bond. Since this motion is assumed to lead to reaction,
the zero point energy of the activated state does not enter into the
calculation if iq,I. For low and wide barriers one attains the classical
I_. Underthesecon_tion_,W=0forE _<# andW=1forE > #.
Thus, equation (16) becomes
-(E_ . Eo)/n
io,I -_C%o+_ • (17)
The tunneling correction Tis given by
= ic,I
z - -(E - Eo)/_dE=_ e(# Eo)l_d_ wCE)e
Eo
(18)
The rate of the reaction is then given by
= "_ic,l (19)iq,l
It is well known that ic, 1 calculated according to Eq. (18) is
not the observed rate when tunneling affects are negligible, since
the zero point energy of the activated c_nplex has been neglected
according to the above one dimensional model analysis. An a priori
calculation using iq alone would ho_c neglected the zero point energy
levels of the activated state - a procedure shown to be invalid. 16'18'19
Thus, in Eq. (19), ic,1 is the clasically calculated rate including all modes
of vibration (taking into account the zero point energy of the activated
state).
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PREVIOUS WORK ON TUNNEL EFFECTS IN THE SLOW DISCHARGE MECHANISM
The possibility of proton tunneling effects in the hydrogen
evolution reaction were considered fairly early but detailed calculations
2O
on these lines were carried out only recently by Christov. There are,
however, several factors which were not taken into consideration by
Christov. Zero point energy contributions to the activation energy and
to the separation factor were ignored. Thus, to explain a separation
factor of _x solely by tunnel effects, would lead to a higher degree
of tunneling than if part of the isotope effect were ascribed as due to
zero point energy differences and partly due to tunneling. In fact some
workers 8 have been able to explain some observed isotope effects solely on
the basis of zero point energy effects without considering the tunnel
effect. Further Christov has ignored the important dependence of separation
factor on potential since his calculations refer to the reversible poten-
21
tial. Conway has calculated the effect of proton tunneling on the
kinetics of the hydrogen evolution reaction as well as the H-D separation
factor. Conway, like Christov, used the Eckart barrier in his calculations.
However, he used quite narrow barriers (barrier width 0.5 _). Though
reasonable variations of the separation factor with potential were
observed it was found that high and different Tafel slopes were expected
for proton and dueteron discharge. Further, if one were to calculate
an activation energy, the value would be too low. Conway proposed the
criterion of high and different Tafel slopes for the H+ and D+ discharge
to determine the degree of tunneling. Due to the contradictory views
expressed by these authors and the disagreement with experiment, the
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role of proton tunneling and its effect on H-T separation factors was
examined in the present work.
CRITERIA FOR SIGNIFICANT TUN_ING CONTRIBVgIONS
It is difficult to obtain a clear or sensitive quantitative
method for assaying the degree of participation of quantum mechauical
effects of proton transfer from solution. Thus,the Tafel slopes become
independent of potential over a wide range of potential even though
the penetration and reflection currents are very significant.
A striking phenomenon has been observed recentl? 2 - the sepa-
ratinn factor on highoverpotentialmetals is markedly dependent on
potential. It can be shown that this effect is not explainable on
classical lines 12 and consequently is an indication of non-classical
contribution to proton transfer current. The degree of dependence of
separation factor on potential is therefore a sensitive test of tunneling.
METHODOLOGY OF _H/_T CALCULATIONS
(1) Expression for tunneling probability
In the calculation of the quantum mechanical rate (iq,1) and of
the tunneling correction, _ is e_ential _^_ _. _w_ _o_ _ _ _4_
along the one dimensional normal mode. The Eckart barrier 22 appears to
have the closest fit to the real barrier and was hence used in the present
work. The unsymmetrical Eckart barrier has the form
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A_exp (27ix/d) B exp(2$x/d) _.
v(_) =_ + ex;(2_xid_.+ _.l+ e_(2"n'x/a)-_2
where
A=Ao +Eo
A = V(oo) - V(- co)
O
.k
2d is the barrier width and Er is the barrier height at
O
this barrier,
(20)
(z)
(22)
(2B)
(24)
= O. For
_o_h2• ( A.+ t..u)- oosh2ri( * - _)W(E)=
cosh 2"_()_+/_,) + eosh 2_ .S--
d
where A =_ (2'_)I12
j(.d,., = '_ _2m(E- A)I 1/2
• I
_nd 0-"= (8_ 2 _) - 1
oFor barrier widths greater than 3.O A and _/
we may use the approximate formula:
• exp L2]'[ ( _A. +./,.A.,- 0"') 3
(25)
(_)
(_)
(28)
1.0 x 10 "12 erg,
-exp _.2"_'(_k -_[l-+O')i
+i
(29)
should now be obtained by using euqation (29) in equation (18).
But the integral in the resulting equal for _ cannot be solved analyt-
ically. Thus, numerical integration was carried out on a digital computer.
The results thereby obtained were found to be in agreement with the graph-
ical method to within 5_.
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(ii) Choice of barriers
A large number of computations were carried out with various
combinations of barrier parameters at several temperatures and over a
wide range of temperatures. Comparison of the computed values with the
corresponding experimental data was then used to determine the most prob-
able barrier Barameters. The experimental data available, for comparison,
are the Tafel slope, the separation factor and its variation with poten-
tial. Such a comparison should therefore yield a unique set of barrier
parameters which are of physical significance.
(iii) Results of calculations
(a) Tafel slopes
The values of J, calculated according to
E
using equation (29) for W_E) were plotted as a function of potential to
obtain the Tafel slopes recorded in Table 3. The Tafel slopes were linear
over the entire potential range except at less than 50 my. The results
show that the Tafel slopes increase with increase in degree of proton
tunneling. In Fig. 3, the classical dependence of Tafel slope on
temperature is compared to the dependence in the presence of proton
tunneling. For thin barriers, which lead to an indel_ndence of b on
temperature at low temperatures, the Tafel slope is considerably larger
than the classical value at room temperature. The same conclusion was
also reached by Conway. 21 Thus, the present results show that the thin
barrier model is not correct.
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TABLE 3
COMPUTED TAFEL SLOPE8
Ao
-12(zo erg)
Eo
(].o-z2 erg)
T 2d
O
°K A
b( V)
Protium Deuterium Tritium
0.0
0.4
0.6
0.8
z.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
1.6
1.6
1.6
298 6.0 ll8 ll8 ll8
323 5.0 13l 129 129
4.0 134 130 130
3.0 Z42 133 Z30
298 6.0 ll8 ll8 ll8
5.0 121 120 i19
4.0 z24 z2z n9
3.0 134 123 120
273 5.0 ZZ2 ZZO Z09
4.0 115 llO 109
3.0 127 114 llO
2bo 5,o 99.3 97.4 95,5
4.0 1o4 98.0 96.8
3.o z2o zo2 98.0
Z98 5.0 84.3 8Z.4 79.3
4.O 91.8 8Z.8 79.3
3.0 116 88.6 83.6
323 4.0 133 129 129
298 6.0 119 118 118
4.0 z23 119 118
273 4.0 ll4 ii0 108
323 4.0 132 Z30 128
298 4.0 123 119 118
273 4.0 113 ii0 108
298 4.0 122 119 ll8
298 4.0 121 ll9 i18
298 4.0 121 119 118
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(b) Dependence of tunnelin_ correction factor ratio on potential
Equation (2) may be rewritten as
where I"v
H,T
separation factor calculated in the previous sub-section.
of separation factor with potential is hence given by
asT d !_ T
_--_ = ST,Cl d_
ST= I-'S,T %,Cl (3_)
is equal to the ratio _H/'_T and ST,CI is the classical
The variation
(32)
The computed figures of _H' liT and _H,T for the most prob-
able barrier parameters are given in Table 4. These parameters were
arrived at by a comparison of the observed variation of the separation
factor with potential. A typical plot,showing variations of Ao,
"' _T IH_Tused in the calculation of [H' and hence , is given in
Figure 4. A comparison between the calculated and experimental values
of _ as a function of potential at 27°C and 50°C is shown in Figure 5.
(c) Dependence of separation factor on temperature
The results at 50° and 27°C are in agreement with the theory
of proton tunneling as applied to a discharge followed by catalytic
_L_ua_=_. _a_ _u_ _rum _ to - 71°C do not ....... this
_v_ree w&_
theory. The results at the lower temperatures maybe interpreted on
the basis of a change over of the mechanism of the subsequent step to
electrochemical desoI_tion mechanism. For this mechanism, the separa-
tion factor is given by equation (3). Such a change over leads to a
large reduction in dS/d_, as observed experimentally. Furthermore,
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2d
TABLE 4
COMPUTED RESULTS FOR THE MOST PROBABLE BARRIER
= 4.0 _, E* = 1.5 x 10-12 ergs, A = - 0.6 x 10 "12 ergs
o o
9_
(10 "12 erg)
?" I-"
H D T H,D H,T
323
30o
278
O.8
1.2
l.b_
1.6
1.8
2.0
o.8
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
3.851
3.257
2.957
2.665
2. 375
2.079
5.089
4.107
3.634
3.190
2.768
2.351
l 8_ 1.488 2.o88 2 591
i. 730 i. 431 i. 883 2.280
i. 665 i. 397 1.777 2.12o
I. 596 1.359 1.67o i. 961
i. 522 i. 320 i. 561 i. 802
i.h/_ i.276 i.440 i.632
2.053 i. 588 2.483 3.215
1.9Ol i. 516 2.163 2.716
I. 816 I. 474 2.005 2.473
i. 727 1.428 1.851 2.239
i. 631 i. 379 1.698 2. o12
I. 534 i. 326 i. 534 1.777
O. 8 7.417 2.358 i. 728 3.158 4.292
i. 2 5.569 2.145 i. 634 2.606 3.409
i. 4 4.752 2.028 i. 579 2.338 3.009
i. 6 4.015 I. 907 i. 522 2.116 2.641
1.8 3.354 i. 781 i. 459 1.890 2.299
2.0 2.731 1.655 1.393 1.658 1.962
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the values of S calculated at an overpotential of 1.3 V are also in
good agreement with experiment at temperatures of 5° and below.
CONCLUSIONS
USE OF H-T SEPARATION FACTORS IN MECHANISM DETERMINATION OF PROTON
TRANSFER PROCESSES AT ELECTRODES
IThe separation factors (Table 2) indicate that mosttheoretical
mechanisms (path and r.d.s.) can be distinguished by means of separa-
tion factors except a linked discharge-electrochemical desorption
mechanism where the rate-determining step cannot be determined. A
knowledge of the degree of coverage of hydrogen on the metal is also
required to make such a distinction. The theoretically forecast values
for a slow molecular hydrogen diffusion mechanism and for a slow re-
combination mechanism are also not well separated. However, in this
case, the experimental separation factors (_) on the platinum group
of metals - which should be independent of the metal for the slow
molecular diffusion mechanism - or the temperature coefficient of the
separation factors should be helpful in distinguishing between the two
mechanisms. Secondary isotope effects due to H2/HDO interchange
reactions play a role on!y in the case of the s!o._._4 _ge-fast
electrochemical desorption mechanism at low overpotent_ls.
The mechanisms on the metals su_died in acid and alkaline
electrolytes, obtained by this method, are indicated in Table 5.
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TABLE 5
EXPERIMENTAL H-T SEPARATION FACTORS AT A c.d. OF lO-2 amp cm-2
AND AT A T_4PERATURE OF 25°C AND MECHANISMS INDICATED THEREFROM
Metal Electrolyte Separation Mechanism
factor
Pt
Pt
Rh
W
W
Ni
Ni
Cu
Hg
Pb
Pb
hA
%J%A
O.5 N NaOH
O.5 N H2SO,.,
O. 5 N NaOH
O.5 N H2SO 4
o. _ _ _.zso4
u.w . _2_4
9.6 + 0.4
15.3 + 0.8
10.7 + 0.4
6.0 + 0.2
4.4 + 0.5
18.0 + 0.9
4.1 + 0.3
18.1 + 2.4
5.8 + 0.3
6.7 +_ 0.7
7.2 + 0.8
Fast discharge-slow recombination
Fast discharge-slow electrochemical
desorption
Fast discharge-slow recombination
Linked discharge-electrochemical
desorption
Slow discharge-fast recombination
Fast discharge-slow electrochemical
desorption
Slow discharge-fast recombination
Fast discharge-slow electrochemical
desorption
Slow discharge-fast recombination
Linked discharge-electrochemical
desorption.
Linked discharge-electrochemical
desorption
desorption
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TABLE 5
EXPERIMENTAL H-T SEPARATION FACTORS AT A c.d. OF 10-2 amp cm"2
AND AT A T_LPERA_ OF 25°C AND MECHANISMS INDICATED THEREFROM
Metal Electrolyte Separation Mechanism
factor
Pt
Pt
Rh
W
W
Ni
Ni
Cu
Hg
Pb
Pb
O.5 N NaOH
O.5 N H2SO 4
O.5 N NaOH
0.5 N H2SO 4
o. 5 _ _s%
0.5 N H2SO4
9.6+0.4
15.3 + 0.8
io.7 _+0.4
6.0 + 0.2
4.4+0.5
18.o+o.9
4.1+0.3
18.1+2.4
5.8+0.3
6.7+0.7
7.2 + 0.8
9.2+0.5
Fast discharge-slow recombination
Fast discharge-slow electrochemical
desorption
Fast discharge-slow recombination
Linked discharge-electrochemical
desorption
Slow discharge-fast recombination
Fast discharge-slow electrochemical
desorption
Slow discharge-fast recombination
Fast discharge-slow electrochemical
desorption
Slow discharge-fast recombination
Linked discharge-electrochemical
desorption.
Linked discharge-electrochemical
desorption
desorption
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USE OF SEPARATION FACTORS IN ASCERTAINING DEGREE OF PROTON TUNNELING
IN THE SLOW DISCHARGE MECHANISM.
The mostl probable barrier parameters for proton discharge on
_o i0-12mercury were fonnd to be 2d = _.0 _, = 1.5 x erg and Ao =
-12
- 0.6 x lO erg. For these parameters it was found that at 7_ = 1V
and at 27°C, _H = 3.19. From this value of _H' it follows that the
degree of proton tunneling is 68._. With decrease of cathodic poten-
tial or decrease in temperature, the degree of proton tunneling decreases.
Christov 20 used Ao = 0 in his calculation and arrived at 70%
degree of tunneling at _ = 0. With the present values of Ao, the
degree of tunneling is 86_ at the reversible potential. The assumption
that Ao - 0 made by christov is invalid. Further, Christov neglected
the effect of zero point energies.
Conway and Salomon l? claim that proton tunneling effects are
not significant. This conclusion was based mainly on the observed
independence of activation energy for proton discharge from methanolic
acid solution down to - 98°C. The activation energy obtained was
ll.2 Kcal mole "l compared to 20 Kcal mole "l in aqueous solutions. The
activation energy of ll.2 Kcal mole -1 is incompatible with overpotential
measurements above 1 V since the barrier height would be less than zero
under such conditions, assuming the symmetry factor to be half. Their
result appears to be connected with the observed variation of the
transfer coefficient with potential.
The low temperature separation factor data indicate that the
removal of adsorbed hydrogen is by the electrochemical desorption step.
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The present work showsthat the Tafel slope and its temperature
dependenceare not good criteria for determining the role of proton
tunneling in the _ydrogen evolution reaction.
THERELATIONOFKINETICSOFH_DROGENVOLUTIONTODOUBLELAYERSTRUCTURE
Important conclusions of a confirmatory nature, about the
structure of the electrode-solution double layer maybe madeon the
basis of the present study. The present results of the most probable
width (2d = 4 _) is equivalent to a proton transfer distance of 3.7 _,
between the metal surface and the center of the oxygen bonded to the
discharging proton. This distance compares favorably with a distance of
o
3.8 A as calculated from the Bockris, Devanathan and M_ller 23 theory
of the double layer. Further evidence for this arises from the potential
energy calculation for the slow electrochemical desorption mechanism.
Earlier models of double layer structure showed no activation energy
for this reaction" but the Bockris, Devanathan and M_ller model showed
that there is an activation energy for this reaction.
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1. Definition of Electrocatalysls
The term electrocatalysis _s first used by Grubb I in 1962.
It is an important term because it makes the role of the electrodes -
which are, essentially, simple catalysts of charge transfer reactions -
in electrochemical energy conversion clearer.
A formal definition of electrocatalysis is desirable and it
could be: "The influence of the inert metal electrode upon the reaction
rate, when the influence of mass transfer to or from active sites is
eliminated."
2. Empir ical Proof of the Existence of Electrocatalysis
In the case of non-porous electrodes - planar or wire - there
is no doubt, whatsoever, about the existence of electrocatalysis. It
is most apparent when all mass transfer effects are eliminated by
...... • o__
__, _ _ the studies of the electrolytic hyd_o_n " "-
reaction. 2 In addition, this reaction is very convenient for eluci-
dating the concept of electrocatalysis because measurements are made
in the cathodic region where very many electrode materials may be used
without the counter and complicating effects of dissolution. The effect
of electrocatalysis may be illustrated in two ways 3'_ as shown in Figs.
1 and 2.
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Fig. i shows that a plot of work function vs log io3 (i° =
exchange current density) reveals the presence of two distinct groups
which are associated With the slow discharge and the slow electrochem-
ical desorption mechanism. In Fig. 2, a plot of DMH (bond energy of
M-H bond) vs the overpotential at a consta_ current density again
shows the division between the two groups. For metals in which the
slow discharge mechanism is operative, the overpotential decreases with
increasing _MH' The opposite behavior is observed for the metals on
which the rate-determining step is electrochemical desorption. 4
In the case of porous electrodes, there is a possibility that
electrocatalysis may not play an important role because:
(i) The active area available is now greater so that the
real current density is much lower than with planar smooth electrodes.
Hence, the overpotential may, in general, be considerably smaller.
(ii) The resistance to transport of ions to or from the
active sites is higher when porous electrodes are used than in the
corresponding situation with planar electrodes. Therefore, the ohmic
components of polarization may become more important than the activation
components in the former case and conceivably then vitiate electrocata-
lytic effects. That these suppositions are," however, not confirmed
_ '^"_ _ .............. _"...... hydr rb _ _
by the large shifts in the potential - log i (i = current density) curves
for oxygen reduction and propane oxidatinn with various catalysts.
The only explanation of such shifts - which correspond to about
four decades at the same potential in the cases with widest variation -
is that there is a difference in particle size distribution. But this
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explanation may be excluded because:
(i) A very high difference in particle size and distribution
is necessary to explain the results.
(ii) The order of the activity is the same as is obtained
by experiments with planar electrodes.
Thus, the only possible theory is that it is the electro-
catalytic influence of the materials, which is being observed.
3. Influence of Electrocatalysis on Electrochemical Energy Conversion
as Illustrated by a Simple Case
The equations for the variation of efficiency and of power with
current density are relatively simple if the cell potential (E) -
current density (i) relation is linear as represented by
E - E - (l)
where Er is the cell potential when i - o. m in equation (i) is a
constant and may be expressed by
where summations represent the resistance due to activation and con-
centration losses at each of the electrodes; R. is the internal resis-
z
tance per cm2 of the cell. m is thus the effective internal resistance
of the cell.
E may also be expressed by the relation
= % (3)
where R is the resistance in ohm cm2 of the external load. From
equations (1) and (3), it follows that
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i= ER
_E+m
(4)
Thus, the rate i increases as m decreases for a constant RE. From
equation (2), m decreases as i° and _ increase but as Ri decreases.
For the case that _ > > io, Ri "_ O, and (io)anod e < < (io)cathod e
m --- .i F
o,a
(5)
where (io)a is the exchange current density for the anodic reaction.
Thus, the higher the value of io,a, the higher is the current density
obtainable for a constant external load. The maximum power, Pro' is
reached when
Pm is given by
RE m
Pm = Er2/4m
Under the conditions when (5) holds,
P =4 /ioF
(6)
(7)
(8)
Thus, Pm increases directly with io, which parameter is a measure of
the electrocatalytlc rate constant. A similar conclusion may be
reached for the case when the current-potential relation is not linear.
4. Extent to vfnich Eiectrocatalysis may be Effected:
4.1. Basic principles
In any overall reaction, there is a reaction sequence and
within this consecutive mechanism there is a rate-determining step.
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Consequently, the central problem in determining the role of electro-
catalysts in fUel cell reactions, is to determine the rate-determining
step of the reactlnn, which dependsmainly on the electrode material.
This aspect has been generally neglected but is most necessary.
The mechanism of electro-oxidation of ethylene on platinized
platinum at 80°C in H2SO 4 has been investigated in detail. 5 (Fig. B).
It was shown that the water discharge step is rate-determining. In
this connection, it is worthwhile to examine the potential energy -
distance relation for the water discharge step on a metal (Fig. 4).
The vertical distance between the intersection point aul the minimum
of the initial state curve may be taken as an approximate meaaure of the
activation energy for the reaction. By adjusting the factors such as
the heat of adsorption of oxygen on the metal, the electronic work
function, etc., it should be possible theoretically, to predict increase
in rate of the reaction, depending on the electrocatalyst.
4.2. Practical Realizations
(i) Influence of electronic factors
To some extent, effects predicted theoretically can be tested
experimentally. For example, in the Fe2+/Fe 3+ redox reaction, since
no adsorption process is involved a pure ............:-- -_-^_ "_Wt_.L'A%. .I._AAA_ _'_AA
expected and has been confirmed experimentally by working on Au, Pd
and a series of their alloys 6 (Fig. 5). With increasing work function,
the exchange current density for the reaction increases. However, the
hydrogen evolution reaction on Au-Pd system shows somewhat of a different
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behavior. With increasing Au content, there is a sharp decrease in
rate till about 60% Au. Thereafter, the rate is almost a constant
up to 100% Au (Fig. 6). In this case, from O to 60% Au there is a
progressive filling up of the d band, which is associated with a
decrease in the strength of the M-H baud strength and hence of the rate.
Above 60_0, since the d band is complete, the M-H bond strength and
the reaction rate are practically constant.
In the case of the electrooxidation of ethylene, a plot of
the rate of the reaction at a constant electrode-solution potential
versus the latent heat of sublimation of the metal (or alloy) electrode
revealed an interesting behavior 8 (Fig. 7). The result may be summarized
as follows: as the heat of sublimation of the metal increases, the
strength of the adsorption bond between the metal and oxygen atoms
increases, as seen from the Pauling equation. 9
1 + D + 23.06(XM - Xo)2 (9)
-- o-o
where DM_M and DO_ 0 are the dissociation energies of the M-M and 0-0
bonds respectively. (DM_M varies directly with _ the latent heat of
sublimation, Ls). With increasing strength of the M-O bond, the
water di scharge reaction is accelerated. But eventually, there reaches
a stage where the M-O bond strength becomes high enough to make the
water discharge rate quite fast and not the rate-determining step.
The stronger is the bond between the metal and adsorbed oxygen, the
slower is the rate of the succeeding intermediate step between it and
the adsorbed ethylene molecule. At the point where the water discharge
step ceases to be rate-determining, the latter step may then control the
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rate of the overall reaction. The second curve in Fig. 7 is obtained
with aualloy made of one metal on the left hand side and the other as
the right hand side of the curve 1. This curve, too, has a shape
similar to curve 1. Thus, instead of using Pt, which is at the peak
of the first curve, alloys of composition corresponding to the peaks
may be used.
(ii) Influence of geometric factors:
In the study of the hydrogen evolution reaction on the various
crystal planes of Ni, it was found that the (lll) plane, which is the
lO
most densely packed plane, has the smallest overvoltage. This result
is consistent with the view that the electrochemical desorption step
is rate-determining. No effect of grain size of Pt was found in the
hydrogen evolution and in the Fe2+/Fe 3+ reactions, ll
(iii) Activation by radiation:
The activation of an electrode process can also be brought
about by radiation from a source which is deposited on the electrode
or is situated externally. Schwabe 12 has investigated the influence of
o( and _ emitters, deposited on the electrode, on the activity of the
oxygen electrode. In this case, one of the following radioactive
elements: Ru 106, Ir 192, T1 204, Po210 was deposited electrol_ically
on a Pt or Ni electrode, in the form of sheets, sieves or cylinders.
The electrolyte used was 1 N KOHd In the absence of any radiation, the
rest potential of an oxygen electrode reached a steady value, 200-250
mv belo_ the reversible potential in about 20 min. In the presence of
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radioactive T1 deposited on the electrode (activity 3 mc cm- a
stationary value, within 150-180 mv of the reversible potential was
attained in about lO rain. The current-potential relations also show
that the activated electrodes are less polarized than the unactivated
ones. The activated electrodes also show a more uniform potential-
time behavior under galvauostatic conditions. Schwabe points out
that it is not probable that the energy of the _ and _ radiation
influences the activation process but that the activity of the elec-
trode surface is increased.
(iv) Use of redox system to change path of reactions:
The oxygen dissolution reaction is highly irreversible on
most electrodes and thus reduces the efficiency of electrochemical
energy conversion. One possible way of improving the performance of
the cathode in a fuel cell is by the use of redox systems. The nitric
acid/nitric oxide redox couple" has been successfully used. 13 The
electrode reaction is the reduction of nitric acid to nitric oxide
instead of the electrochemical reduction of oxygen. Oxygen then
oxidizes nitric oxide back again to nitric acid. Thus, though the
overall reaction is still the same, the path of the reaction is consid-
erably altered. Since the electrochemical reduction of nitric acid is
quite fast and so also is the chemical oxidation of nitric oxide,
problems of polarization losses are considerably raduced.
Molybdenum redox couples have been used in two ways for the
oxidatimn of methanol - use of a Pt-Mo alloy 14 as the catalyst or the
use of molybdates in the electrolyte. 15 The electrode reaction is the
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oxidation of the Mo 5+ to Mo 6+ ion and the chemical regeneration of
Mo 5+ ion is effected with methanol.
(v) Activation by pulsing
The method of activation by pulsing, which has possible appli-
cations in hydrocarbon-oxygen fuel cell, was developed by Bockris
et al.16 In this work, the potential of a platinum electrode, at which
anodic oxidation of ethylene occurs, was momentarily increased to a
value close to that of oxide formation (e.g., 0.9 - 1.O V vs N.H.E.),
which thereby increased the activity of the electrode. It was suggested
that the activation is caused by the removal of some inactive species,
which is adsorbed on the electrode at the working potential during the
momentary increase of potential. The high activity of the electrode
may be maintained by the use of repeated pulses at the fuel electrode.
Since the pulse current is in the same direction as the output current,
the fuel cell may be activated by continuous momentary short circuiting.
(vi) Active area and meniscus heating effect in pcrous electrode
Studies are being conducted to understand the mechanisms of
electrochemical reactions carried out in a single pore of varying dimen-
sions.17 Such studies should lead to an understanding of the mode of
operation of porous electrodes used in fuel cells. T_o important aspects
will be briefly mentioned. Steady-state current-potential measurements for
the hydrogen dissolution reaction on an inactivated Pt electrode show a
linear relation over a considerable range of potential (600 mV). Ohmic
behavior is indicated. Optical examination of the meniscus indicates a
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finite contact angle. Cahan has carried out a mathematical analysis
for the expected current-potential behavior, assuming a contact angle
of 45° and that the electrochemical reaction is fast. A linear current-
potential relation was obtained theoretically, thus confirming the
experimental result. Further, it was shown that most of the reaction
was concentrated in a very small region near the top of the meniscus.
Due to the extremely high current density in this region considerable
heating effects should be expected. Such heating effects are quite
clear from the microscopic examination of the meniscus. At fairly high
overpotent_als, the gas-solutinn boundary shifted and microscopic droplets
covered the electrode. These droplets subsequently grow in size and
cover the main liquid. Cahan interpreted this behavior as being due to
irreversible heat effects, which raise the temperature in the region of
the mer_scus. Water, thus evaporates and condenses on the cooler part
of the electrode above the meniscus. The meniscus heating effect also
supports the view of the absence of a film.
The idea that the reaction takes place only in a small region
may be used in the construction of the electrode by preferential
location of the c_talyst particles in this active region, thereby
minimizing the quantity of catalyst and hence its cost.
5. Limitations in a Study of Electrocatalysis
The region of electrical potential in which most reactions of
interest to fuel cells are studied is from O to 1.2 V vs a hydrogen
electrode in the same solution. From the Pourbaix diagrams, 18 it may
be seen that the only metals which are stable in acid solutions are Pt,
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Rh, Ir, Os, Ru, Re, Au and Tc. In alkaline solutions the choice is
wider. The instability of the metal is caused by corrosion or the
formation of passive films. With alloys, too, there are the same
problems depending on the composition of the alloys. In this case,
preferential dissolution of the alloys may take place. Thus, it appears
necessary, both fr_n the academic and economic points of view to direct
a major part of the future work towards non-metal electrocatalysts, e.g.,
semicnnduction oxides, carbides, chelates, etc. Chelates may in a
sense be considered to play a dual role, i.e. they 1 exert the catalytic
properties of the metals and are stable due to the action, of the
chelating agent.
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CA_TIONS TO FIGURES
Fi__e___!l: Dependence of exchange current density for hydrogen evolu-
tion on the work function of metals.
Figure 2: Dependence of hydrogen overpotential at a current density
of lO "S amp am "2 on the metal-hydrogen bond strength.
Fi6rure S: Typical plot in determination of kinetic parameters for the
ethylene oxidation reaction. Case illustrated is effect of ethylene
partial pressure (PE) on current density. PE is in (1) lO "4, (2) lO -3,
(3) I0 -2, (4) i0 "I, (5) 1 atmos.
Figure 4: Potential energy profile diagram for the water discharge
step.
Figure 5: Log i° for the Fe2+/Fe 3+ reaction vs % Au composition for
Au, Pdand their alloys.
_: Log i° for the hydrogen evolution reaction vs % Au composi-
tion for Au, Pd and their alloys.
Figure 7: Current at a potential of 600 mv (N.H.E.) vs latent heat of
sublimation for ethylene oxidation on some metals and alloys.
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